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UCF to take over nearby
College ·Park properties
JENNIFER PLANTE
STAFF WRITER

A
pending
agreement
between the University of
Central Florida and College Park
Communities (CPC) will more
than double the amount of student housing UCF .controls.
The agreement will give
UCF control of all student life
aspects at CPC's Knight's
Krossing and Knight's Court,
including providing resident
assistants. CPC will continue to
run the complexes under contract
with UCF. The- apartments will
be treated like extensions of
UCF's on-campus housing system. This agreement will add
3,756 more beds to UCF's housing inventory. The deal should
be signed by October.
The UC:F judicial system and
code of conduct will govern the
students there as if they were living on-campus. UCF will introduce resident assistants and
student support programs such as
study skills and time management to the residents. The uni-

PRC1f0 BY TAYLOR CLARK

Knight's Krossing is one of two College Park properties that are to be taken over by UCF in a deal lo be signed by
Odober of this year.
.
versity will refer students to
Knight's Krossing and Knight's
Court after the on-campus student housing has been filled to

UCF student goes 'nuts'
PAUL WILSON
STAFF WRITER

I.

When a UCF student goes
nuts, it usually isn't a good
thing. Melody Basham is the
exception to this rule. Basham,
a film major at UCF since
1997, has signed a five-year
contract as a sy,-idicated cartoonist with an Internet/print
.media
company
called
Toonstape. Her strip', 'Nuts
Inc' will be distributed to
45,000 stores worldwide.
Basham has also placed as
a finalist in a Scriptapalooza
TV ,writing contest in the sitcom category and is currently
a member of a writing team
with Universal
affiliated
Studios in the development of
a new animated series and
variety show. She has also
written five episodes of a TV
comedy and various stage productions. Her characters,
George and Bert, have
appeared on ANP, an affiliate
of the Animation World
Network site and in various
business publications.
"I credit my professors at
UCF for my recent success,"

says Basham, who has earned
straight A's at UCF. "It was Dr.
[Edgar] Wycoff's class 'humor
in communication' which really tied it all together and
enabled me to see how I could
apply all my interests in creating
and
communicating
humor."
"Melody is a delightful
personality. I actually had no
idea how talented she was.
because she was so modest
about her work, she was a
pleasure to teach," said
Wycoff, a professor in the
School of Communications.
"We had a hard time getting acceptance for our humor
course. I think its great that she
was able to make a career out
of creating humor, and I think
it helps validate the course."
Basham was an employee
at Harcourt Brace Publishing
when she first· created her
comic strip for the company
newsletter. Ironically, the strip
was rejected by one department for 'encouraging employCFF STAFF PHOTO
ee rebellion against manageUCF • map Melody Basham is the
ment.'
'Nuts Inc' can be found at Hwly syndicated cartoonist with the
www.mycomix.toonscape.com company Too1scape.

•

capacity.
The first year that this agreement is in place will be transitional. The leases of non-stu-

dents will remain in effect until
their expiration. UCF may offer

TAKEOVER, Page 11

The Future takes on new look
A CFF STAFF REPORT

bringing you more human interest
features, band and club reviews,
Some of you may have been advice columns, events calendars
reading The Central Florida and topics of student interests.
The Future has been covering
Future for years. For others, it
may be the first time you've seen the University of Central Florida
an issue; Either way, The Future since 1968 and its mission is to
provide UCF students with up-tohas undergone many changes
the past few months, most date news, entertainment and
notably, with a new publisher and sports stories of interest, both on
and off campus. The paper is
redesign.
Thanks to Publisher Heissam· published and distributed free
Jebailey, a recent graduate . of every Wednesday in over 30 locaUCF's
Advertising/Public tions including the Student
Relations program and the help of Union, UCF Bookstore, library
Entertainment Layout Editor and in many local area businessSteve McCain, a senior, it's now es. An additional service of the
is
online
at
four color on the front and back paper
with a new logo and different www.UCFfuture.com, the official
headers for each section. The web site of The Central Florida

m
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Explosion expert joins
Forensic Science department
JAMES NUNEZ
SIAFF WRITER

)

The
future
of the
University of Central Florida's
National Center for Foremic
Science looks promising. Dr.
Jehuda Yinon, an internationally recognized expert in the
application Qf mass spectronomy to the analysis of explosi0n
and arson debris, has joined the
NCFS team as a Research
Scholar.
Originally from Israel, Dr.
Ymon, author of eight boob
and over two hundred scientific
publications, received his B.S.
and M.S. from the world-

renowned Technion Institute of
Technology. TIT deploys 70%
of Israel's ~ indtiSby

)

founders and managers. Dr.
Ymon went on to gamer his
. Ph.D. at the Weizmann
Instimte of Science in Rehovat,
Israel, where he then devoted
thirty, years of Iris life to the
study of environmental and
forensic ~ons
mass
spec4'0nomy.
On August 9th and 10th of
this year. Dr. Ymon met with

«

.)

experts 3t the NCFS to use his
experience to ~ guides for
. bombing scene responders on
new techniqu~ for detecting
explosive residues on explo-

sion debris. Dr. Ymon came to
UCF from the Universify of
Florida particular! y for the
ability to focus his research
exclusively on developing :
ways
to
detect and
trace
the
sources of
terrorist
explosions.
"[We face] ~
a continuous struggle
with terrorT11a1
ists," said
Dr. Yinon.
"[As] they are improving, we
must also improve the sensitivities- of our techniques." He
believes that because today's
criminals are smarter, forensic
expertS · must continue to
enhance their investigative

technology.
Funded in part through

grants oft'ered by the Florida
Boa1'd of Regents, the threeyear~d

NCFS is presently

plamrlng to move into a new,
technically superior re8earcb
facility
located . in
the
Partnership Building. Projected
completion of the Partnership
Building js June 2001. When
completed, 33,000 of the build4'tg'l 41J>QQ square feet will be
occupied by the NCFS.

Nineteen-year old graduates
from UCF with double major
that I find fascinating."
cultivated when I started perAlthough she was only six- forming at a youn·g age, and I
teen when coming to school, really loved ·the applause and
Angela Shultz, a nineteen she did not let that slow her attention. Also, it's an emotionyear-old native of Tampa gradu- down.
al thing; every · feeling in the
ated August 5 with two degrees;
"I went to UCF because I world can be expressed through
one in Psychology and the other wanted enough distance from music. It's a big stress reliever,"
home to experienc·e the 'college said Shultz.
life,' b_u t I also wanted the secuShe has also been active in
city of a two-hour drive home," various clubs and organizations
at UCF. She is a member of the
I went to UCF she said.
In her three years at UCF, Alpha Delta Pi . Sorority, th~
because I wanted she won numerous awards and UCF Dance Team, University
enough distance honors including Winner of the Choir, American College of
UCF Concerto Contest, the Musicians, the Guild (an
from home to experi- UCF
Music Service Award, the Organization for piano teach,..
ence the 'college Gale Sperry Scholarship (given ers) and - the Golden 'Key, Phi
life, ' but I also want- to the most promising Kappa Phi, and Psi Chi Honor
Freshman/Sophomore
in Societies.
ed the security of a music), and Winner of the ·
She plans to attend law
two-hour drive home Wednesday Music Club Piano school in the fall of 2001 and
Competition. Additionally, she wants
to
get
a
Juris
has
conducted
two
research
of
Business
Doctor/Masters
·Angela Shultz
projects for psychology, per- Administration degree at either
fonned as a soloist in the UCF Harvard, Stanford, or Yale,
in Music. With a double major and Florida Orchestra, and is a three of the five schools to
you'd think this girl had her Florida Academic Scholar.
which she is applying.
hands full just going to school,
Last summer she traveled
Her 3.8+ grade point averbut she proved during her time with her piario teacher, Dr. Gary age and -outstanding achievehere that attending a university Wolf, and other students to ments during her undergraduate
is much more than studying Moscow, Russia. There she career will hopefully afford her
books and taking tests.
received a certificate from the many options after college.
"The reason I chose my Ministry of Culture for studies
During the next year before
majors is because I've played at the Russian Gnesin Academy she starts law school, she hopes
piano for 14 years and to sum it of Music. In 1996 she toured to get a F,qlbright Scholarship
up, it's a passion of mine," said with the Sound of America as to study music 1n Germany and
Shultz. "I chose psychology well.
plans to continue teaching
because it's a fairly new science .
"My love for music was _piano lessons.
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER
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In recent tests, 4 out of 5
college students preferfed free stuff.
(The -rest didn't understand'the question.)
Consider it a no b_rainer. Our Free Checking is truly free with no hidden fees. That means you'll have more money to blow oh
..,

important things, like textbooks, food and malted beverages. So stop by a participating Washington Mutual Financfal Center
and open a Free Checking account today.

{Let us make a fan out of you.} And if you'd like another freebie,

enter to win a HandspringlM VisorTM hanclheld computer. If it were any simpler than this, we'd risk insulting your intelligence.

l.r

handspring™

··

•

Washin~on

Mutual

. .·, ~: f;: Free Checking
r
Union Park 9505 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817 (407) 273-7061 • Oviedo 3 Alafaya Woods Blvd., Oviedo, FL 32765 (407) 365-1801"'

NO P~C~E, ACC<?~ LOAN ~ONSHIP OR REQUEST FOR INF<?RMATION REQUIRED TO ENTER OR WIN A HANDSPRING"' VISOR"." Must be 18 or older co enter. Employees ofWashjngton Mutual
or of ns affiliates, public rclanona or. ~ finm. lcga1 firms, or agems, or a family member of any such employee, are not digiblc. Entry form muse.be received at your local Washington Mutual Financial Center by I 0106100.
Official entry form and Handspring"' V1SOr"' giveaway rules arc available at participating Washington Mutual Financial Centers, See complete contest rules for details.

KnightAinbassadors
mentor, volunteer in
local community
a positive impact on the families," said Samuel Realista,
1999 - 2000 Voluµteer
Who are those people in Coordinator, .Nursing major
the black & gold shirts? and UCF Scholarship recipiThey are the UCF ~night ent.
Ambassadors (KA).
Not
"In essence, I gave them
well known perhaps, they my all and valued their
mainly work silently behind patience and kindness while
the scenes, with only about representing the Student
10 members per year.
Knight Ambassadors," added
The KA are a group of Realista.
academically high achieving
In addition to their
UCF students who mentor invaluable mentoring and
and volunteer in the local community service projects,
community and on-campus.
the KA also sponsor an
During the year, the KA annual Easter egg hunt on
mentor high school students campus. Children and parthrough the Orange County ents from the community are
COMPACT Program.
invited for a fun-filled morn"My experience with the ing of games, face painting,
KA is one I'll never forget. refreshments, music, and of
We took our goal of helping course; the egg hunt. Last
incoming freshmen and April the KA collaborated
grade-school kids very seri- with the Hispanic American
ously but we always had fun Student Association (HASA)
doing it," said Chenel and Lambda Theta Phi, Latin
Michel, 1999 - 2000 Knight Fraternity Inc., to entertain
Ambassador
approximately 75 parents
Parliamentarian.
and children who enjoyed
"The program gave me a the event.
chance to teach and to learn
Students interested in
from our volunteering expe- becoming
a
Knight
riences at the WRCC and the Ambassador apply and are
Coalition for the Homeless. carefully selected by the
To me though, the best part staff
of
Multicultural
of the program is the high Academic
&
Support
school mentoring. COM- Services (MASS).
KA
PACT did a great job of applicants must be sophomatching me up with my mores or above, enrolled
mentee at University High full-time at UCF and have a
School. I really feel like I've minimum.of a 3.0 GPA. The
helped him out by giving commitment is also very righim some motivation and orous. KA's must commit to
support to use the potential one year of service, working
he already has," continued 60 · hours per semester,
Michel.
approximately 5 hours per
When they are not men- week, for fall and spring.
toring, the KA volunteer at They generate their own
the Women's Residential & financial support for their
Counseling Center (WRCC) uniforms and other activities
in Orlando. The KA volun- through fundraising activiteered two evenings a week ties such as car washes and
at the center and visited with Krispy Kreme doughnut
the children (ages one to sales.
teens) while their moms
Last year the Knight
attended evening workshops Ambassador
Secretary,
coordinated by WRCC.
Derron Jones, was admitted
"We read to them, assist- to and will be attending the
ed them with homework, University of Miami~ School
talked with them and played of Medicine, beginning fall
with them," said Sheniqua 2000. Sheniqua Bamberry
Public was selected for an exciting
Bamberry,
the
Relations officer of Knights summer 2000 internship in
Ambassador.
New York City with Major
"Working with abused League Baseball.
mothers and their ~hildren
These are the types of
tested
all
my students attracted to the
psychology/counseling and Knight Ambassador experinursing skills that I am cur- ence. They seek new chalrently learning from UCF. lenges and opportunities to
There is still so much more serve others while developthat can be done and more ing leadership skills and a
improvements within the sense of comm~nity.
city of Orlando that can have
IVY

M. JOHNSON

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

IANDWI1H
.AIR FORCE ROTC
AND WATCH YOUR
CAREER FLY.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet,

you can land yourself in a career
with excjtement: as a pilot, navigator,
missile officer - as an Air Force officer.
You will gain an education in leadership
as you work toward your degree. You'll learn to
command with confidence. You may also qualify for
scholarship programs that help pay for college. When you
graduate, you can exchange your lassie and gown for an
Air Force uniform - and watch your career take off.
Call ( 407) 823-124 7
Visit the -Air Force RO.TC Detachment at

_(

Building 501 (behind the Rec. Services
Building/Swimming Pool)
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New School 'Caters'
to Students
by a board of directors, educa-

All the hatd work
paid off. .. n<NI we
see our rewards
)

• Eltlnl Cl1addon, founder
andpnJSident ofthe UCF
chapter ofNational
Society ofCollegiate
Scholars

Ballroom at 6:30 p.m.
According
'to
Eirini
Chaddon, the founder and president of the UCF chapter, 735
students _will be rewarded with
an approximate total of $4,000
at the ceremony. Playing a crucial role in bringing the scholarship foundation to UCF from the
University of South Florida, Ms.
Chaddon is relieved and excited
about the upcoming ceremony.
"All . the qard work paid
off... now we see our rewards,"
she said.
.The National Society of
,Collegiate Scholars is a highly

selective, nonprofit organization
that recognizes first and second
year students who excel academically, encourage civic responsibility and show leadership
development.
Founded
at
George
Washington University, the
NSCS presently has chapters on
43 campuses around the United
States. Each chapter is overseen

tors, business professionals, the
founding president and a student
representative.
To be eligible for the scholarship depends upon the requirements of each· i~dividual · chap.ter; however, most chapters
require a 3.4 GPA on a 4.0 scale.
Members of the Society are
required to pay a fee which
funds chapter activities· and offsets certain administrative costs.
A not-for-profit organization,
the NSCS uses all income
towards its development and
operation.
The NSCS has partnerships
with many different organizations, including America's
Promise led by General Colin
Powell, the·text book publishing
company Prentice Hall and the
President's Student Service
Awards which recognizes students who achieve outstanding
community service.

,
! '

tourism.
Students are required to
intern in their field and there
For the past 17 years, stu- is a vast array of local compadents interested in Hospitality nies for students to work with.
Management were required to During an internship, students
graduate and take courses work hands-on, and the industhrough the College of try now becomes a laboratory
Business
Administration. for their study.
However, the Hospitality
Other unique advantages
Management program has are the specialized tracks of
now been upgraded from a courses that students are able
departmental level to a stand- to specialize in within the
alone school.
School
of
Hospitality
Dr. Abe Pizam, Chair for Management.
Traditionally, students
the program, says UCF's
newest school is extremely
have been required to take
vital to Central Florida
business related courses. Due
"There are over 30 mil- to the recent change, students
lion tourists who travel to take specialized courses such
Orlando each year visiting as Theme Park and Attraction
amusement parks, resorts, and Management,
Convention
and
Conference
restaurants. Most of these Center
employees have to be very Management, and Time Share
well trained and we are help- and Resort Development
ing the industry flourish," said
With 350 students curPizam.
rently studying in the proThe Sc~ool of Hospitality . gram, enrollment is expected
Management has several to increase with the rise of
advantages over other similar interest
in
Hospitality
university programs. The Management and the continugreatest benefit is location-- al growth of Orlando's tourism
Orlando is the heart of industry.
AMY PAVUK .
STAFF WRITER
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FBC Oviedo's Collegiate Mini
)

~·

Sunday morning Collegiate Worship - 9:30am
Sunday morning .Small ·Group - 10:SOam
Sunday evening "24/7 Discipleship" - S:OOpm
Monday Night Football- - 8:4Spm
Wednesday evening C/C WORSHIP - 7:1Spm

-
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Welcome Home Knights,
)

uALL" Meetings, Worship, and Study times
are held at "The Plaza"

•

)

I would like to invite you to be a part of what God is doing in
our College/Career group. We have students that are active
in BCM, Campus Crusade, FCA, & the Greeks •.• from UCF,
sec, &Valencia. You are bound to see someone you know
from.the area, and I'll look forward to seeing you here!

Just S minutes
from UCF

Rick Pughe, College Pastor

Dlrections: Take S.R. 434/Alafaya Trail north.
Go past Broadway and then tum right into the

Plaza across the street from FBC Oviedo.

FBC Oviede

"Tiza'

~ ~""

You don't have to be Baptist to Worship with us--Everyone's Welcome!

~

81'11d~ay

Street

:s

""
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Mitchell Ha111r110C~

First Baptist Church of Oviedo

-:t

45 W. Broadway Street, Oviedo, FL 32765
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U1i~11rsitv Bl~d.

M

Physit:al acws
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Dr. Dwayne Mercer, Senior Pastor
UCF

Annie Horstmeyer, CIC Adm. Assistant

407 .365.3484 I rpughe@fbcoviedo.org
www.fbcoviedo.org
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Priceline.com saves students
on grocery prices online
since these have been prepaid
online. All prepaid grocery
lists are valid for up to 90 days
Students can depend on a from the date of approval.
brand new way to save money
Priceline will generally
on groceries while eliminating provide a lower price than
the hassle of using coupons or store prices for grocery items.
comparison-shopping.
This Users can additionally save by
internet-friendly four-step sav- earning half price tokens by
ings plan allows students to participating in Priceline's
save on their groceries, even partner programs. These tokens
expensive items like seafood are valid for up to a year and
and
meat
products. may be used to save on most
Priceline.com is targeting col- grocery items. Users can inilege students as their primary· tially earn six free Priceline
customers because virtually tokens upon their first visit to
every college student has Priceline.
access to the Internet and·most
On the fust visit, a free
college students embrace the account will be set up in the
notion of "savings" whenever user's name, which requires a
valid credit card number in
possible.
Priceline.com asks users to order to lock in their price bids
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

$1000 Sign on Bonus
Join our team assisting
people with disabilities in our
UCF area Group Homes

ceries the first 90 days. After
90 days, a $3.00 monthly processing fee will be charged to
the credit card that the user initially provided during their
free account period when they
submit one or mpre prepaid
grocery requests.
While this internet-based
discount plan is a ·most innovative method of saving on groceries, some students at UCF
feel that this plan may not
work for them.
"It's a rip off. If you put in
a bid that's too high, say $5.00
for a gallon of milk, they
[Priceline] automatically take
it," said junior Gary Collotta.
Participation in this program is very limited in the
Orlando area, by a single

Up to $8.30/hour

Tuition Assistance
·Paid Training
Health/Dental Insurance

(407) 645-3211 Press 1
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SERVICES. incorporated
EOE
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FREE Pregnancy Testing <~~~f
Ask about Medical
Ab 0 rt1•QflS (NonSurgical)
Abortions
• FREE Nitrous Oxide
• FREE N Sedation

•FREE Follow-Up Exam
• Licensed Phys~cians

Birth Control & Gyn Services by
All Womens Family Planning Center, Inc.

• Pap Smears & Exams
• Depo Provera
• Norplant
• STD Testing & Treatment • Morning After Pills • IUD
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Convenient appointments to fit your busy schedule

• Print
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activate a
card?
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Great Discounts on Brand Name Birth Control Pills
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Prkelne.com can help students find low prices for necessities like groceries.
submit a grocery item, indicating the quantity they desire to
purchase, as well as at least
two brands of that item, and
finally submit the price they
are willing to pay for the item.
Within 60 seconds the user is
told whether or not their price
bid was accepted and will automatically begin to create a prepaid grocery list. The more
brand names the user submits,
the better the chances of getting the bid price they've
requested.
Once the prepaid grocery
list is completed, it is important to bring a printed copy to
local Winn Dixie stores (the
only participating store in the
Orlando area) when the user is
ready to make their grocery
purchases.
At
checkout,
Priceline groceries must be
separated from other purchases, since Priceline items have
been prepaid and must be rung
up separately. Register prices
do not apply to these items

for selected groceries. The user
is then asked to provide a
name, mailing address, and
email address to receive a
Webhouse Club card through
the mail.
When users receive their
card, they can activate it at the
Priceline website and on future
visits~ users will be able to get
grocery prices without having
to provide a credit card number.
The Webhouse Club card
allows users to use this card as
a form of payment at their local
participating grocery store and
allows for a debit card payment
selection and use of the
Priceline pin number 5555.
Priceline will also keep a
personal profile on users,
which includes billing information, half price token balance, and Webhouse Club
activity, which Priceline users
may access at any time. Users
receive an unlimited amount of
free request
prepaid gro-

for

supennarket chain Winn Dixie.
Furthermore, Winn Dixie
stores are located much further
from the UCF area in comparison to grocery stores like
Publix and Albertsons. Some
students find the hassle of submitting bid prices, quantity
amounts and brand name selections just as time-consuming
and inconvenient as coupon
clipping and comparison-shopping.
" I like the idea of prepaid
groceries and the cheapest way
of getting them," said junior
Amanda Retske. "It's more
convenient than coµpon-clipping and going from store to
store to comparison shop, but
at the same time I'm not full on
into Internet shopping."
"It sounds like a good idea
but I honestly would probably
not do it because of the time
involved. I don't have time to
make a list and figure everything out," said senior Angie
Pope.

ef?W.

834-2262
Toll Free 1-888-257-2262
www.abortion-clinics.com
~~""-~~--

11300 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL

r----------------------, r----------------------,
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Buy one 6"
i·sub get the
i second free
I

I

L----------------------

rv-·

Buy any Large
P~zza get .t he
second for 25¢
(equal or lesser value)
L----------------------~

For all UCF Students, Faculty, and Alumni.
UCF ID required.

We cater all parties. Employment opportunities available.
We offer tuition assistance. See Manager for details.

407-384-1950

I

J
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Fraternities Rush, Fall 2000
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

"The general requirements
are that individuals joining a fra. temity must be enrolled fee paying students at UCF," said
Gregory Mason, UCF's Director
·of Greek Affairs.
Housing and living arrange-

With 20 fraternity organizations at UCF, this year young
men at UCF have a greater
opportunity than ever to become
a member of a Greek organization. Fraternities at UCF aim to
provide male students with
opportunities for leadership,
The general requiredevelopment, and involvement.
ments are that indi~
The best way for interested
males to become involved with
viduals joining a fraUCF fraternities is to attend the
ternity must be
fraternity Greek Forum schedenrplled fee paying
uled to be held August 23
through August 25, and the 28th · students at UCF.
outside the Student Union from
lOa.m: to 2 p.m. Each individual
- Gregory Mason
fraternity will be present with
Director of Greek Affairs
representatives to answer questions and provide information
about their chapters to interested ments vary in each fraternity
young men. Although fraternity chapter. Some chapters reside in
recruitment is a year round event, apartment style quadraplexes off
formal recruitment is only held at campus while others have houses
the beginning of each semester, on campus in Greek Park, owned
UCF's and operated by Greek alumni.
sponsored
by
Interfraternity Council.
Those houses located in Greek
Fraternity RUSH week offi- Park provide meal plans, cooks,
cially begins Tuesday, August 29 or periodic catered meals. Other
at 7 pm in the UCF Arena, where chapters don't have houses on or
representatives will be present to off campus.
answer questions about their
UCF fraternities participate
chapters including housing and in several social events eyery
living arrangements, athletics, year, including mixers, singing
social activities, campus involve- competitions, homecoming fesment and community service, as tivities and athletics. Most chapwell as membership require- ters sponsor teams to participate
ments and financial obligations.
in each intramural sport at UCF

,,_

including flag football, soccer,
tennis, basketball and floor hockey.
Fraternity men also participate in several sorority/fraternity
philanthropic tournaments where
proceeds benefit the various
charities that each chapter supports.
All fraternities at UCF
emphasize academics. Chapters
provide members with scholastic
assistance such as study areas,
tutoring awards . and scholarship
incentives.
Fonnal recruitment parties
will be held August 30 through
September 2 during which time
mutual selection proce4ures take
place· and bids are given out to
potential candidates. This also
provides an opportunity for
brothers and potential members
to meet one another in a social
but alcohol-free environment.
"For fraternities, 'selection'
is a mutual process and is simply
based on where the individual
feels more comfortable. It is a
process of making friends. That
is why we suggest visiting as
many fraternities as possible during the week of recruitment. For
the most part, chapters look at
what the individual has accomplished, leadership potential,
academic achievement, extracurricular activities, interests, etc., "
said Mason.

.

·'

Stepping up to the Plate: An
Interview with Jose Canseco
RYAN TOTKA "THE STOCK JOCK"
CONTRIBUTING WRJ'J'ER

On a very rainy summer
day in July, I made a trip ov~r to
Tropicana Field in Tampa,
Florida, to watch the Montreal
Expos. battle the hometown
Tampa Bay Devil Rays. I was
hoping to interview Devil Rays
slugger, Jose Canseco; not
about his successful career in
the big leagues or aliout his
days of being a
"Bash
Brother," but about his newly
formed mortgage and financial
service company based in
Miami Beach. A .few weeks
. earlier, Canseco was featured
on -CNBC with the company 's
vice president Walter Sollie,
talking about their company
and some of their favorite
stocks. I figured what a perfect
person to interview since he
plays baseball, he's an entrepreneur and very active in the
stock market
Since Jose was on the
injured reserve list with a bad
foot, he didn't make it to the
ballpark that day. However, on
the Monday after the game, I
was very happy to r~eive a call
from the Vice President of
Canseco Financial Group,
Walter Sollie, who was very
helpful in getting me in contact
with Jose to ask him a few

..

questions .
Jose realized that baseball
would not
last forever,
which is
why it was
important
to
start
investing
early in his
career.
About five
Canseco
or six years
ago at the
age of 30. he started reading
books _about how to maintain
capital to secure his financial
future. He had a lot of friends
in the stock market and got the
opportunity to interview many
financial advisors to get a feel
for how the market works.
The first stock he ever
bought was a company called
Rainforest Cafe, which he said
was not a very successful venture. He considers himself a
conservative investor, with a
heavy focus on technology
stocks. He did mention some
of his favorite companies,
which he owns in his own portfolio, including Yahoo! which
brings in over 48 million visitors each month and is a
favorite among advertisers.
Since they are the number
one destination on the web for

(
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Protecting yourself

Condoms may pose health risk

that is natural skin condoms.
These natural skin condoms
have a few drawbacks though.
The thin sheath of latex that proThe first of these drawtects you from a variety of STD's
backs is their cost. Natural skin
and pregnancy may · in fact be hazcondoms are much more expenardous to your health.
sive than their latex counterA recem study by Dr.
parts.
Lawerence D. Duffield. has turned
Another big disadvantage
"FREE CONDOMS FROM DR. DREW"
up evidence that condoms may pose
is the fact that they do not proThe advice show personality, Dr. Drew, from the hit
a high health risk to latex-sensitive
tect agamst STDs, only pregshow 'Love Lines' is giving away condoms on his website
patients. Although no deaths have
nancy.
drDrew.com. Just visit the site, and sign up for your free
yet been reported due to allergic
"You
could
try
a
condoms today.
reactions from condoms, the FDA
polyurethane brand of condom
http://www.drdrew.com/promos/condoml
Medwatch data, dating back to as far
called Avanti, said to be hypoalas 1996, lists 28 deaths and 225 analergenic and compatible with
"TROJAN BRAND CONDOMS"
phy lactic ·events associated with
oil-based lubricants," said \\::eil.
The Trojan condom company is giving away its Supra
latex products in different situations.
While Avan ti has been
. brand condoms for free at:
Approximately a one to six perapproved for sale in the United
http://www.trojancondoms.com/
cent portion of the general populaStates, there is still much contion are sensitized to latex. These
troversy over its effectiveness in
"HAVEN'T GOTTEN ANY IN A WHILE?"
people become sensitized to the latex
protecting against pregnancy
Lifestyles is letting you sample their condoms for free.
over prolonged use and may have a
and sexually transmitted disLogin and 'get yours' today.
reaction to latex in subsequent use.
eases, due to its high breakage
http://lifestyles.com/
About half of all people who
and slippage rates.
react to latex are also allergic to
Since latex condoms are
worn for short periods of time,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , becoming sensitized to them is

Proteaing yourself from sexually transmitted diseases and
pregnancy are two things that are on the minds on many college students in this day and age.
Now a days it is even easier to do so since there are so
many different places on the internet that provide such means
of doing so, for absolutely no cost what so ever.
Some such sites on the world wide web include...

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

something else," said author Dr.
Andrew Weil.
"They are often sensitive to
bananas, chestnuts, kiwi fruit, avocados and tomatoes. and some also
react to figs, apples. melons, potaLOes. papayas and stone fruits such a<i
cherries and peaches." You'd know if
you were sensitive to any of these
foods by the itching in your mouth
when eating them. ·'All contain the
same type of protein found in latex
(which comes from the sap of commercially grown rubber trees)." ·
If after use of a condom, the area
around your genitalia is· red or itchy
you may be one of the small percentage who is· in fact allergic to latex
and/or the lubricant used on the condom.
For those who are allergic to
latex products this makes practicing
safe sex, through the use of condoms, a difficult task.
There is however a viable solution for those facing this allergy, and

TBE PERFECT JOB FOR
UCF STUDENTS!!

$100
BIREBONUS!
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH FULL-TIME PAY OR A
PART-TIME JOB THAT WORKS AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE.
DIALAMERICA MARKETING IS THE PLACE FOR YOU!!

$9•$15/BOUR!!
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES!!
PAID TRAINING!!
BONUS INCENTIVES!!
CONTACT THE OFFICE NEAREST \'OU TODAY.

ORLANDO
.. ,

QUORUM CENTER
4205 \'JNELAND RD SUITE L-3
ORLANDO, FL (14 AT EXIT 32)
( 40'1)649-9606

WINTER PARK
COMM£RC£ C£NTER
3592 ALOMlt A\'£. SUITE 6 ·
WINmRPARK, FL (ALOMlt & 4-36)
( 40'1)6'13-9'100
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much less likely to occur than
one might think. If worried
about being allergic to latex,
one should visit their doctor for
a latex allergy test.
Lubricants used with condoms have also recently come
under fire.
For the past two years, a little-publicized battle has been
fought over a disinfectant found
in the lubricants used on many
condoms, nonoxynol-9.
Nonoxynol-9 is a disinfectant that can be found in everything from laundry detergent to
baby-wipes and such products
as contraceptive foams and gels,
lubricants and condoms. Not
only have many people been
found to be allergic to
nonoxynol-9, it has also been
found to have many disadvantages and side-effects as well.
Nonoxynol-9, originally
invented as a contraceptive, has
been found to cause rashes, and
sometimes even sores, on the
skin of some patients. The product, over the past 10 years or so,
has been found to not only
cause rashes on both the vagina
. and penis, but has also been
found to wash away the natural
fluids which protects the vagina
from - germs, thus opening the
opportunity for yeast and bladder infections if used frequently.
One way of protecting
against such rashes and infections is to use condoms that do
not contain nonoxynol-9 and
using water-based lubricants
instead.
If the decision is made
however to use products containing nonoxynol-9, then you
should schedule regular checkups with a doctor, even if you
do not feel itchy or see a rash.
"The situation with lubricants and nonoxynol-9 isn't all
that different from what happened when the FDA did nothing about the complaints it
received from women about silicon-gel breast implants," said
Brenda Lein of the AIDS infor-

mation group, Project Infonn.

Parental 'Notification Policy takes effect this Fall

police
ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

PhysiCal Plant
employee charged
with burglary I grand
theft

Beat
new Engineering Building, were
reported to have been involved in
a physical disturbance in midJuly. A witness reported to have
seen Torrelles walk over to
Brown and push him and begin
to exchange words. Brown stated that Torrelles threatened him
with a dry wall saw and then
picked up a pipe bender and tried
to hit him with it. Brown felt his
safety in peril and grabbed
Torrelles and placed him in a
chokehold. He also admitted to
Torrelles' report of putting a
knife to his neck. Charges were
made against Torrelles but have
since been dropped.

ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

In addition to the Golden Rule Policy on drug
and alcohol violations, the university will include
provisions for parental notification of dependent
students under the age of 21, effective Fall semester 2000.
The purpose of the Parental Notification
Policy is to comply with the Board of Regents of
the State University System of Florida's instructions to promote the health and well being of students. This policy will provide parents an opportunity to partner with their student and the university to address behaviors that could place students
at risk of harming themselves or others. Parents
will be notified if:

or a narcotic or other controlled substance not
expressly permitted by law.
3. The student has been found in violation of the
university policy regarding belligerent and/or
aggressive behavior while under the influence of
alcoholic beverages, a narcotic. or other controlled
substances not expressly permitted by law.
The student has been found in violation of the
university policy regarding the attempt to obtain,
or the use, possession, sale, or distribution of any
narcotic or other controlled substance not prescribed by law.

4.

Ernesto Rivera, a housing
5. The student has required professional treatcustodian, was arrested on
ment in a medical facility for a condition associated with the use of alcoholic beverages or a narcotAugust 4 for four counts of burglary and one count of grand
1. The student has been found for the second or ic or other controlled substance not expressly pertheft. Rivera, using an issued
more time(s) in violation of the university policy mitted by law.
Intelli-key, entered several
regarding public intoxication.
I
rooms where property was later
6. Parents will be notified in writing by the Office
reported missing.
2. The student has been found in violation of the of Student Rights and Responsibilities and, whenUsing excuses such as 'to
university policy that prohibits driving a vehicle ever possible, students will be informed in advance
check a leak' . or 'to repair an
while under the influence of_alcoholic beverages that their parents or guardians will be notified.
overflowing toilet,' Rivera was
able to gain access to the
FOR MORE POLICE BEAT SEE NEXT PAGE
rooms. Through the housing
log system a print out of the use .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the key was obtained to show
Rivera did in fact enter the
rooms at the times the victims
had reported. The students also
made photograph identification. Items such as a 14K gold ·
men's figaro style bracelet (valued at over $1000), a class ring
and cash were reported missing
from Flagler and Brevard Hall.
When questioned, Rivera
admitted to taking the men's
bracelet and pawning it at Cash
America Pawn. However, he
denied taking the other reported items.

Construction workers
involved in aggravated
battery case
Phillip Commodore Brown
and Francisco Javier Torrelles,
construction workers on the

Write.The
Future
Letters to the editor
should be typed and must
include a name, address
and phone number for
confirmation. The Future

reserves the right to edit
for length, style, grammar

and libel. Submit to:

Central Florida Future
Knight Publishing
120 Alexandria Blvd.,
Suite 17

Oviedo, FL 32765
editor@UCFfuture.com
Fax: 977-0019

Tell US where it hurts!
Visit the Student Health Center
Located next to the Biology Bldg.
For all your health care needs.
Services include a Women's Clinic, Men's
Clinic, International Travel Clinic, Insurance
Filing, Pharmacy, X-Ray, and Lab.
We are open Monday thru Friday from 8am9pm (Fall & Spring Semesters).
Call (407) 823-2701 for more information or
visit us on the WEB at www.shs.ucf.edu
Present this ad when you check out and·
receive 50cents off any over-the-counter
product in our pharmacy.
(Offer ends 12/29/00)

August 23, 2000 • www.UCFfuture.com
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Police Beat cont.
Dear UCF Students,

J

I am writing on behalf of the Orange County Sheriffs Office to enlist your help in preventing
problems for you and other students living in your area. As you know, students may be criminally
charged for violating the law. They may also face administrative sanctions from their colleges.
Here is a list of the most common violations involving college students:
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Find the llMST
1rice with1ne cliCkl
Compare prices at
dozens of stores including~ ••

Amazon
buy.com
Barnes & Noble
eCampus
Powell's
Borders

l Section 4-27 of the Orange County Code makes it illegal to possessan open container of alcoholic beverages (such as beer and wine) in a public place. 'Public places' include campus parkinJ
lots. The penalty for violating this ordinance is a fine up to $500, confinement in the county jail
up to 60 days, or both.
2 A person under 21 years of age who possess an alcoholic beverage is viQlating Florida Statute
562.111 ( 1). This is a second-degree misdemeanor, pwrishable by up to 60 days imprisonment. 1be
person's driving privileges may also be suspended.
3 Allowing underage drinking at a party is a direct violation of Florida Statute 562.1 l(l)(a). This
is also a second-degree misdemeanor, punishable by up to 60 days imprisonment.

4 Florida Statute 316.193 makes it illegal to drive a vehicle while under the influence of drugs or
alcohol. The penalty for the first conviction is a fine up to $500 and up to six months in the county
jail. For subsequent convictions, the fine and jail time increase.

5 A driver under 21 who is caught with a blood alcohol content of .02 or greater will be subject to
an administrative suspension of his/her driver's license for at least 6 months. This is true even if the
driver was not impaired. The Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles has the
authority to institute the suspension under Florida Statute 322.2616.
6 If a riot breaks out, law enforcement officers may direct bystanders to leave the area A person
who fails to leave the area may be charged with unlawful assembly under Florida Statute 870.20, or
disorderly conduct under 877 .03, depending on circumstances. Both of these are second-degree
misdemeanors. Person's who remain in the area, and who interfere with law enforcement officers
while they are performing their official duties, may be charged with resisting a law enforcement officer, per Florida Statute 843.02. This is a first-degree misdemeanor, and the penalty for this violation
is up to one year of imprisonment.
Please assist us in trying to make our community a safe place to live. We sincerely appreciate
your consideration and cooperation. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Sincerely,
Kevin Beary
Sheriff of Orange County

Captain Rudy A. Vmas .
Sector II Commander "

BESTBOOKBUYS™
www.bestbookbuys.com

Takeover will immediately boost UCF' s
housing inventory by 144 percent
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housing to the students of
Valencia
and
Seminole
Community Colleges on a
basis
and
space-available
include them in UCF student
life activities. Since UCF will
own the land that the apartments are built on, the university will try to change the jurisdiction of the UCF police to
include Knight's Krossing and
Knight's Court as well.
The changes at Knight's
Krossing and Knight's Court
will be gradual. Joe Coyle, the
executive vice president of CPC
said that the investors were
interested in selling the property. "The students will benefit
from this arrangement because
there will be more UCF
involvement," said Coyle.
"CPC can keep its employees
and UCF will have more housing space." For students that

have a current lease at Knight's
Krossing or Knight's Court,
there will be no changes in the
lease, he continued. "As far as
rent goes, students will benefit
in the long run," Coyle added.
With no investors pushing for a
constant increase, rent prices
can be better managed to fund
improvements rather than
investor interes.t, he said.
"UCF regards the pending
agreement as an innovative
means of accommodating the
interests of the university,
College Park Communities and
nearby residents," said UCF
President John C. Hitt. "It
would
immediately boost
UCF's housing inventory by
144 percent and provide significant flexibility in managing our
growth. Just as importantly, it
better ensures full occupancy at
Knights Krossing and Knights
Court and should appeal to
nearby homeowners because

UCF will be in a better position
to influence a positive living
experiern;;e through its on-site
presence and to take immediate
action against students who violate its student code of conduct."
The transfer will be run
through the UCF Foundation
and another non-profit organization. College Park will transfer the 80 acres 6f land immediately for free. The non-profit
organization will then sell
bonds to buy the buildings, valued at about $150 million. The
bonds would be retired over 30
years with student rent revenue.
College Park Communities
is
the
nations
largest
owner/operator of college housing. CPC currently employs
over 1,500 student housing professionals including 400 residence life staff in over 43 locations in 17 states.
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Research facilities develop more technology used in space
JENNIFER PATERSON

visit
their
website
at
http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc for a
helpful map and more information.

parts.

STAFF WRITER

R. Glenn Stellar, a
researcher at UCF's Florida
Space Institute designed a new
optical system in an imaging
spectrometer that was rocketed
from Vandenberg and into
space last month.
The spectrometer is a special camera that can distinguish
more than 100 distinct colors
and has a variety of us.es. The
military uses it to detect camouflaged targets and scientists
use them to monitor the environment, including crop conditions all over the world.
The technology combined
the best of two older systems to
create
the HyperSpectral
Imager (HIS). Until now, scientists had the option of using
one system to detect small differences in brightness.
It
required either expensive and
potentially unreliable parts or
no moving parts and poor resolution.
"The HIS combines the
advantages of both of the established techniques in a single
instrument," said Stellar. This
provides an excellent sensitivi-:
ty without the need for moving

Good news for the
forgetful student
Charles Roller, assistant
director for information services, has created a partnership
between UCF Card Services
and the Registrar's Office.
When students forget to bring
their I.D. card to the Registrar's
Office their digital photos can
be retrieved instantly from the
UCF Card database and put
onto the computer screens· for
easy identification.

Writing Ctmter changing location and hours
The University Writing
Center '(UWC) is currently
moving to MOD 608 (near the
Communications Building).
The telephone number for the
UWC will remain the same
(407)823-2197. The center will
have reduced hours until
Tuesday, September 5. These
hours will be Monday through
Thursday~ 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Regular
hours will be Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to IO p.m.,
Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., and
Sunday 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. Please

Free ice cream
The traditional ice cream
social to welcome students
back to campus is today from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Millican
Hall lobby. Research Activities
recognized the state has added
the Florida Solar Energy
Centers Hydrogen Research
and Applications center to its
inventory of authorized centers.
This acknowledges research
activities that the center has
been doing includ_ing' its work
with the U.S. Department of
Energy to develop hydrogen as
an alternative fuel to gasoline.
The goal is to find ways to produce, store and apply hydrogen
for both space and Earth ap_plications.

Graduate studies at
UCF to grow larger in
the coming years
Graduate education at UCF
is going to explode in the cooiing years. "We are going to
become a major metropolitan
institution," said rec~ntly

appointed vice provost and
dean for Graduate studies
Patricia Bishop.
Currently
UCF has 55 masters programs,
15 doctoral, and 45 certificate
programs. In 10 years, UCF, as
a Research I institution, will
have approximately 25 doctoral
programs, designed with an eye
on the community and discipline-related needs. "By then,
one out of five students will be
graduate
students,"
said
Bishop.

Computer notebooks
used
The students of Associate
History
Professor
Carpl
Adams' Western Civilization
class were the first to use the
computer notebooks on a daily basis. Her students, working in
a team of four, traveled via the
internet to medieval times and
ancient Rome. "It is incredibly
time-consuming to find the
sties and to think of ways to
structure the exercises where
students are not going through
the motions,'" she said. "But I
love it because it makes students real, active partidpants.
The involvement and the interactions they have with each
other is just great.'"

(

Retiremmt mle sliced
from 10 to six years
This spring Gov. Jeb Bush
signed a bill that lowers the
amount of years necessary for
retirement from ten years to six
years~ Effective July 1, 2000,
the same bill that lowers the
investment 'time for the Florida
Retirement System reduces the
amount the state contributes to
the Optional Retirement Plan to
just below 10 percent, down a
little over une percent. This
bill affects many UCF staff
members.

Decal money
buys new gt1,rage
Parking garage three,
which will allow for 1,300
more students to park on campus, had its ribbon cutting ceremony on Aug. 15. The garage,
which opened precisely as
planned, is located on Gemini
Blvd. Not even the Florida
summer showers delayed the
garage's opening. The cost of
the new parking facility was
approximately $9 million dol-
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Computer Station of Orlando
3590 N. Hwy. 17-92, Suite 105
Lake Mary, FL 32746

407-323-4044, www.csorlando.com
Why pay bookstore prices??
WEB TOOLS
NetObjects Fusion Academic $89 .00
DreamWeaver $90.00 ·
KAIS Power Tools $79.00
Ray Dream Studio $97.00

MS Office 2000 Standard Academic $140.00
MS Office 2000 Pro Academic $180.00
MS Project 2000 Academic $150.00
MS Visual Studio Pro Academic $233.00
MS Visual C++ or J++ Pro $89.00

1J

Academic pricing available from: Aladdin Systems, Caere Corpor-ation, CE Software, Dataviz,
Equilibrium, Executive Software International, Extensis, Filemaker, Global Village
Communications, Insignia Solutions, IMSI Software Publishing, ITECH/Newgen, Metacreations,
Mertowerks, Micrografx, Powerquest Corporatfon, White Pine Software, Wacom.
Hardware Specials
52X EIDE CDROM Drive $40.00
Keyboard w/scanner $45.00
CDRW Drive $180.00
KDS 17" .28 monitor $202.00
D-Link USB Web Cam $60.00
Complete Systems 500MHz from $900.00
Palm Pilot $call for pricing

Networking Products
3COM 10/100 PCI NIC $49.00
Linksys PCMCIA 10/100 NIC $80.00
D-Link 5 Port 10/100 Hub $79.00
3' Patch cable $2.00
10' Patch cable $3.00'
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Contact Computer

Station of Orlando
For All Your
Computer Needs
*Upgrades
*Serv1ce/Repairs
*Systems
Call, visit our showroom
or shop on-line for 1000s
of items at:

www.csorlando.com
netWortdng
Partne~

Program
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679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers
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"A Full Service Fl.orist"
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Fax: 679-6787

t

15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with LD.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

I 345 Howen Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050
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10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.aDinbloom.com dell very service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country ·

New parking garage opened
FRoMPAGE12

Jars, all of which came from the decals and hang tags purchased
by students, faculty and staff at UCF. A small celebration was
held immediately following the ribbon cutting ceremony.

win: service "x1:ludes discount

Catholic Campus

~inislr':J

~ass

on SundalJS at 8pm
Student Union Ballroom 3 16 AB
Fr•.David Scotchie
(407) 657-61 ·I4 x226
davsco@catholicweb.com
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/ -ccm

Attenfion freshman
SDES (Student Development & Enrollment Services) will
have stands set-up on August 23, 24, 2s; and 29 f~om 3:30 t~
7 :30 p.m. It will provide information on new classrooms,
directions, instructors, ect. Look for them by the SGA KIOSK,
Education Bldg., CREOL Bldg., and Classroom one.
.'···. ·::; : .. ~

{~ ,.

Freshman update
First Year Advising & Information Services would like to
remind you that the add/drop deadline for fall classes is
Tuesday, August 29. Also, if you haven't scheduled your
mandatory academic advising appointment, please call
(407) 823-3789 for more information.

Computer training made easy
The Division of Continuing Educatj.2Jl
courses and certifications to their ·c ·
classes can be found in their ad on pag ·
You can also call them at (407) 207-49
~!J=~~
at www.dce.ucf.edu for more informaao-~.~

Did you know...
That 1 in 4 college women will be the victim of rape and
that l in 6 men will be the victim of rape by the time they are
18? The majority of campus rapes take place between the start
of classes in the Fall and Thanksgiving break. September is
Sexual Assault Awareness Month and the UCF Victim Services
Unit- will be hosting arts themed events every Tuesday in
September from 11 a.m. to l p.m. on the Student Union patio.
They will be available to answer questions and hope to raise
awareness.

AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
IndividuaVFamilv Plans

Special Student Rates
Low premiums for UCF students
www.amdentalplan.com

for a free student infor kit

Call 407-644-5500

.~

Bookstore
Your On-Campus Store

Your One-Stop Shop
.Lowest Textbook Prices Guaranteed *
. Featuring:
• The Largest Selection Of Used Textbooks .
• 90 Days Same As Cash With UCF Master Card*
• Textbook Reservation Program - Reserve \'our
Fall Textbooks On-Line Now For Convenient
Pick-Up 1.ater! (bkstore.com/ucf)
• Daily Textbook Buyback (BY THE WAK WE PAY
THE MOST!)
.
• Most Complete Section of Reference & General
Reading material (30,000 titles)
• Starbuck's Cafe Featuring Daily Specials
• "cademically Priced Software (Ex. Office 2000 .
standard $1 59.99) * .
• Complete Convenience Section (Got The
Munchies?) · ·
·
• Largest Selection of UCF Clothing & Gifts
• All Of Your School & Art Supply Needs
• National Campus "Bestsellers" Discounted 30%
tO 40% everyday
'
* See Store For Details
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Collegestudentconnection
at Oviedo Marketplace
SPECIAL TO T_JJE FUTURE

The fall college semester
is just about to start and
Oviedo Marketplace is the
place for college students.
Oviedo Marketplace will host
"College
Student
Connection" on August 26
and 27, 2000.
College
Student Connection will
showcase a venue of businesses and services to help
make campus living a little
easier for college students.
College
Student
Connection will run from 10
a.m. until 6 p.m. on August
26 and from noon until 6 p ..in.
on August 27. The event will
feature a variety of services
from apartment complexes to
medical facilities to security
and safety
information.
Happy Hour will run all day
long on both days at Cha Cha
Coco~uts featuring $5.00
pitchers
of
beer
and

Oldenberg Restaurant and
Brewery will have drink specials.
Many
Oviedo
Marketplace stores will offer
discounts and specials to college students during College
~tudent Connection. College
students simply need to bring
their College l.D.'s to receive
discounts
and
specials.
Premier Shopper Club members can register to win prizes
during the event.
Prizes
include movie passes, a $25
Oviedo Marketplace gift certificate and a college survival
package from Bed, Bath &
Beyond.
Oviedo Marketplace is
conveniently located off the
Central Florida Greeneway at
Red Bug Lake Road and features fantastic stores for back
to college shopping including
Bed, Bath & Beyond, Radio
Shack, Dillard's and opening
soon, Sears and Burdines.

Canseco talks candidly about
stocks, his financial group
FROM PAGE

8

pretty much anything, over 3,800
advertisers use Yahoo! for premium massive exposure.
Another one oflris favorites
is America Online (AOL), which
caters to more than 22 million
subscribers. They plan to finalize
their merger with Time Warner
early next year, which will make
them the biggest media company
in the world. Besides, they are
one of the only Internet stocks
making money and the ease of
AOL for beginning web users,
make it very attractive for
investors.
Jose also likes Immunex
Corporation, which develops
biopharmaceutical products to
treat cancer, autoimmune disorders, and infectious diseases.
The big player in the pharmaceutical research sector, American
Home Products (AHP), owns

55% of Immunex.
He talks financial jargon
with many players and managers
in the clubhouse, mainly about
what they own and invest in.
They usually chat about -the hot
sectors in the market. Although
he does use the web from time to
time, he doesn't focus too much
on the information on the
Internet, because he looks for
timely information. In the stock
market, once something is posted
or published, it's usually too late.
Information is very timely! He
does surf the web for potential
companies to invest in, checking
out prospectuses on upcoming
IPO's and private placements.
While talking · about his
company, Canseco Financial
Group, based out of Miami
_ Beach, he said many of his con_tacts in baseball over the past 15
years have given his company
global exposure. A lot of times

we see famous celebrities try to
simply market their name, and
have no idea what is going on in
their company. Canseco, on the
other hand, works hard on and
off the field and is actively
involved in all the day-to-day
opemtions. They are currently
finishmg up the infrastructure,
but have quite a few commitments from prospective clients,
including athletes from all sports.
Vice President Walter Sollie said,
"At this point, we have approximately half a billion dollars committed to our expansion."
It was a pleasure interviewing a
childhood hero and one of my
favorite players in the game
today. I'd like to thank Walter
Sollie, Jose Canseco and The
Tampa Bay Devil Rays who all
were very helpful in m~g this
interview possible. Jose may
have to compete with me for the
title of "The Stock Jock''.

ivote2.c-o m is an interactive
site where you can register
to vote, get information
on current issues,
and express
your views

freedom of

!

PEOPLE

~FORnlE

,.~w~CAN
EOUNDKilON

expression

thought -

register to vote
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American women saying 'Yes' to thong underwear

Students forced to register large
parties urider new Ohio keg law
The form states: "I understand
that l am permitting an inspection of
the property by law enforcement
As if police didn't have an easy officials for the purpose of assuring
enough finding a multi-keg party on compliance with the statutory
college campuses, a new Ohio law requirements of the Ohio Code."
will make it easier for police to monDespite the waiver, citizens
itor and enter parties without a would
retain
their Fourth
search warrant.
Amendment right against unreasonThe law, which went into effect able searches and seizures, said Julie
Aug. 9, requires people buyfug five Ehrheait, public information officer
of more kegs of beer to registe~ the for the department of safety.
location of the event and then wait
"If it ever came to the point
five working days to get the beer. where police were to enter a party,
Beer sellers are then required to the residents would retain the right to
inform the Ohio Department of request the officer leave and obtain a
Public Safety of the location and search warrant," Ehrheart said
time of the event.
While citizens may retain this
Wholesale distributors who do right, many are not aware of their
not comply with the law will be civil rights, Link said.
fined, and repeat offenders could
"Most convictions are obtained
loose their liquor distribution license. on people who don't know that they
The new law is sure to send have a right to not be searched, Link
many college kids scheming, but the said. "This waiver only reinforces
Ohio ACLU also opposes the new people's loss of the Fourth
law because keg buyers are required Amendment."
to sign a waiver that gives consent
The ACLU hopes to file a suit
police to enter a party without a alleging the law is unconstitutional,
search warrant, said Chris Link, but it must wait until a citizen who
executive director of the Ohio feels they have been unfairly effected
ACLU.
by the law comes forth.
MATTHEW McGUIRE
TMSCAMPUS

was perceived as racy and
somewhat tawdry.
The thong came by its
It's a question appropriate sleazy reputation honestly. It
for the 21st century.
got its start as the thread-thin
G-string devised by dancers
Do you thong?
Yes, yes, yes, say scores of during the 1939 New York
enthusiastic women who have World's Fair to comply with
added the slingshot-lo~king, Mayor Fiorello La Guardia's
heretofore-too-risque-for-pub- order to cover up. The G-string
lic-wear panty to their under- gave rise to the thong bikini in
1973.
Frederick's
of
wear arsenal.
"I'm addicted to them," Hollywood began selling
confesses Roshenna Harris, a thongs as underwear in 1981.
Strap-snapping Monica
21-year-old student.
"They're all I wear," Lewinsky notwithstanding,
declares Zoe Ashbury, a 46- this is a new day, a day in
which the sleazy image of the
year-old restaurant manager.
"I can't wear anything thong has taken a backseat to a
else," says Penny Mullins, a more utilitarian, albeit sexy
30ish
spokeswoman
for one, where the minor discomFrederick's of Hollywood. "I fort is endured for the absence
"won't go back."
of that dreaded Visible Panty
From specialty boutiques Line.
like Victoria's Secret to massPartly because of fashion's
market department stores like affinity for stretchy, sheer fabTarget, thong underwear, rics, sales for thongs have risen
merely a panel in the front and 52 percent over a three-year
a single strap up the back, is period, compared with just 10
threatening to overtake tradi- percent for all other types of
tional briefs as the panty of women's panties, according to
choice for America's women.
a survey by NPD, a marketingBack in the dark ages, say information company that
about 10 years ago, wearing a researches underwear sales.
thong for anything other than a
Which takes us back to the
romp on a beach in Rio or a question: Do you thong?
roll in the hay with your honey
"Absolutely,"
replied
ANNETTE JOHN-HALL
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

Ashbury, a restaurant manager
in
at
Zanzibar
Blue
Philadelphia. "I've been wearing them a long, long time,
since they looked like Gstrings. I hate panty lines."
At Victoria's Secret, thong
sales have risen 30 percent
since 1995, compared with an
increase of about S percent for
all other panty sales. Thongs
account for 40 percent of the
retail chain's total panty purchases.
But Krista Bard isn't buying them. Wearing the skimpy
unmentionables is definitely an
acquired taste, she says.
"I have this white La Perla
dress that is a sheer, clingy
thing that I wear a nude thong
with. Anything else would
show a line," the 47-year-old
Philadelphia business consultant says. "Otherwise, I hate
them."
Bard says the thong is too
uncomfortable for her. "You
have to pick your torture, and,
if I have to pick torture, I prefer Manolo Blahnik shoes:"
Penny Mullins says since a
friend took her aside and chastised her because of her VPL,
she hasn't gone back to briefs
THONGS, Page 17
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Computer Use Policy
The following guidelines are an interpretation of University Rule 6C7-4.037
titled Use of Information Technology
and Resources, and are intended for to
explain how this rule applies to the
Campus Housing Internet Project
(CHIP). The examples provided in the
guidelines are not all inclusive and the
guidelines are not limited to those examples that are listed. The rapidly
changing environment of network
computing will likely generate new
applications that though not listed in
this document are still applicable to the
listed policies.

duplication or distribution of copyrighted
material such as audio, video, pictures or
text. This includes MP3's
4.
Users shall not host network
servers on computers connected to the
CHIP network. Those users who wish to
setup a server must first register the computer as a server with the UCF Computer
Store and the Network Operations Center
(NOC).
•

A server is defined as a computer that
supports access to electronic services
or information for network users.

1.
The information that is trans- •
mitted across the CmP network is subject to protection by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Also prohibited is the use Napster
mp3 community sharing when used
as a server. This rule also applies to
similar applications such as Macster,
Gnapster, Audio Galaxy File Agent,
etc .

•

Certain types of information, such
as pornography or obscene mateUsers shall not attempt to underrial are not entitled to First 5.
mine the security or the integrity of the
Amendment protection.
computing systems or telecommunication
2.
Users shall not use the CHIP networks and shall not attempt to gain unnetwork to impersonate another indi- authorized access to these resources.
vidual.
Users shall not intentionally damage,
disable, or disrupt computing or tele• All email messages must correctly
communications equipment or softidentify the sender.
ware.
• Users shall not use the university's
University Resources are not to
computing resources or telecom- 6.
munication networks to send be used in support of a political campaign
or campaign fundraising.
email "spam".

•

3.
The CHIP networks shall not For a more complete list of rules, visit:
be used to assist in the unauthorized http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/rule.html

Parental_~otification Policy
The Board of Regents of the State
University System of Florida has instructed each university to include
provisions for parental notification of
dependent students under the age of
21 if the student is found to be in violation of university policies regarding alcohol and other drugs.

ing the attempt to obtain or the use,
possession, sale, or distribution of
any narcotic or other controlled
substance not prescribed by law.

6. The student has required professional treatment in a medical facility for a condition associated
with the use of alcoholic beverages
Parents will be notified if:
or a narcotic or other controlled
substance not expressly permitted
1. The student has been found for the by law.
second or more time(s) in violation
of the university policy regarding the These guidelines do not preclude
use, possession, sale, or distribution the university's contacting parents
of alcoholic beverages.
or guardians for other policy violations that may endanger the
2. The student has been found for the health and well-being of a student
second or more time(s) in violation or other individuals in the commuof the university policy regarding nity.
public intoxication.
Parents or guardians will be noti3. The student has been found in vio- fied in writing by the Office of Stulation of the university policy that dent Rights and Responsibilities
prohibits driving a vehicle while un- and, whenever possible, students
der the influence of alcoholic bever- will be informed in advance that
ages or a narcotic or other controlled their parents or guardians will be
substance not expressly pennitted by notified.
law.

4. The student has been found in vio-

UCF

lation of the university policy regarding belligerent and/or aggressive behavior while under the influence of
alcoholic beverages or a narcotic or
other controlled substance not ex- For questions or additional inforpressly permitted by law.
mation, please contact the Office
of Student Rights and Responsi5. The student has been found in vio- bil.ities at (407) 823-6960.
lation of the university policy regard- http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osrr
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Thongs worn for comfort, aesthetic appeal
FRoMPAGE
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and she isn't just saying that
because
she
works
for
Frederick's of Hollywood, home
of the thong.
Frederick's sells 40,000

thongs a week -- lace, string,
satin, microfiber. Of course, it
hasn't abandoned its "fantasy"
wear, but the thong rules,
Mullins says.
"Our Rio thong is basic cotton. Very traditional," she says;

Traditional, perhaps, by
Frederick's of Hollywood standards, but not by others.
"I have them. I wear them ·
when I'm wearing a tight pair of
pants. Otherwise, there's no
point because they're not that

comfortable," says Priscilla
Williams, 16, a junior at Cherry
Hill High School West in Cherry
Hill, N.J.
Williams says some of her
classmates who wear the barelythere panties are motivated by

things other than the promise of
no VPL.
"I know some girls who roll
down (the waistbands) of their
pants and pull up the straps of
their thongs just to bring attention to themselves," she says.
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Back To College

STOCK UP
11un .1~1 n•tilr.J
©Copyright 1999 by Albertson's, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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TrOpicat.

Edy's Dreamery or
Godiva Ice Cream

Plants
10 Inch Pot

Selected Varieties

Corona Extra or
Corona Light

-1!.9

•

99

12 Pack
Bottles

Apollo Printer

Filler
Paper

Powered by HP lnkiet Technology
Model #M250

200 ct., LIMIT 4

..
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE

George Foreman
Grill

HP Inkjet
Cartridges

#02199

#5 I 645A, #5 I 629A or #5 I 626A

Drye~,

Presto
Pizza Maker
Model #3430

Can Opener, . .
Bagel.roaster, Lighted
Mirror, Clock, Phone or
Burner Range
·-

Vidal Sassoon Mid Size Pro Dryer #VS509, ·
·· . '
Rival Auto Can Opener #72 JW, Hamilton
Beach Bagel Smart Toaster #22208, Conalr , ~
.,:.,:.
.Lighted Make..tJp Mirror #OR5, General
'_' :
Digital Alarm Clock #22651, Conair Slim
··i . ... · . . ~ ·
Phone (Almondl #SW204Acs, Toastmaster
-~.. ·<~.

Assorted Colors

"'

~

•

500

ct.

pkg.
.. - @iiiii.im;m

Albertson's·
Phone Cards

. · .9·
.· ···9· ···
•

299

Albertson's,

Q@j£9 A

Burner Buffet Range !f6420

IO.Pack
Hangers

Multi Purpose
Copy Paper

•,

30

Minute

Prices Effective We.dnesday, 8/23/00 Through Tuesday 8/29/00 At Our
-- 24
80 W. Mitchell~Hammocli Road, .Oviedo, 517 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park
:HOURS
& 11750 East Colonial Drive Locations.·
OPEN

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
No Sales to Dealers. #54300 Florida Division

•

AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in each Albertson's store, as specifically noted in this ad.
RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available.
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GRAY

Just in case
the rock star thing
doesn't ·work out.
Kaplan gets you in.
College

Law School

Business School

Graduate School

Medical School

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT or
TOEF~. take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

For Information or to enroll In a class near you,
call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us onllne at kaptest.com.

KAPLAN
1·800·KAP•TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
'TBSt names ere registered lrademaiks of their respec11ve owners.

BRAND NEW - NOW LEASING!

!itpartment fiving at its 6est

..,

nterior

nor

~t Jt.tuss

poof & Jaau..ti
'Ttnnis Court
Samf 'J.fJ{ky6a((
gatd '£ntrana
'Two (2)~ruis
NC~afl

Jtttac/id'iOITIJJeS. with. f(pnou
Controf
!lluift·in 'J1'W 1(,pt~
'./(efrieerator witli It:e ~

Jru{Qor '1Jas4t6a{(

.,

!Minuretl '1f~t 'llars wit6 9r.ass

24·.5urt ~ter
Sun '.Dui..
Launary 1(pom

Sauna
Intfoor Prayroorn
Outdoor Ca!J1J11a f.Bar

'Bu.sinus Center
'I

ytUtlfits iii Seka

.'Uni.ls, with !.R.Ftote Contmf

((1J11putuLaD

!fitness Cent~r
Car Carr Center
(jau6o
'1Jomrfu;afk.
'Bar6tqut jlrea
Lush .landscaping

Centrally Lor.atd 'Trash
Compactor

0,_joy special treatment at Sbadow
Creek, where our spacious, contemporary apartment homes satisfy you.r
every lifestyle desire. Convenient ln
UCF and the Oviedo Marketplace,
Shadow Creek is also
close to restaurants, commerce,
and schools.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR
UCF ALUMNI/STUDENTS/FACULTY

SfulrH.S in Stiut 'Units
'.Buift·in 'lJoo~{rJt.s tWf
~nttrtainlmnt Ctnkrs
in Stfui 'lbtitt
'!uffSiu '»bs~r/.Diytr 9-frloK,;ups
1Wman 'Trms (42' 6y 60')
· ~m·Largt Cfc.stt$
Ceramic Tile 1\i~kn arui '.Batlis
'DesitJncr Xitch.tn Cabimts
Sofariums in aU ~partmtn~
ltttfivUfuaffy !Monilomf .Afarms

'from 'll.C.J:, ta.R!- .!itfafaya 'Iraif (S!l( 434) nortft for 7.5 miks. 'Turn kft
on 'f?J.{ 'BUIJ Lflk:.!.1{9aa ant{ travel west for five (5) miles to '.Dorftf 1{9aa.

Sfuufow Creek.is an tfie g..{prtlieast corner of tlie intersection of
~tf 'Bug £.of.:!, '!{pat! anif '.Dotf41{9a.tf.

Ceiling '.fans
S~·Pand !Doors

MA'l''l'ERS

By CHRISTOPHER

ZAPA~IER

Housing community upsets st'l!dent
The following facts are reported accurately and without
embellishment. Thi1) expose is a .chronicle of the two consecutive years that I served at an East Orlando collegiate housing
community. The time period recounted began August 15 of 1998
and ended in early August of 2000.
In January, less than five months after signing a one-year
lease, word began to circulate around my townhouse complex
that renewals for '99-2000 were du~ soon. Those who did not
renew by a given date were threatened with_ having their qu8:1"ters assigned to someone else come August. It took me 3 trips to
the leasing office just to acquire accurate, printed information
regarding the renewal process ..I explained to the office management that my downstairs roommate was mov_ing out and I
was interested in taking over his room (which was equipped
with a private bathroom), I was told that when tenants switch
rooms, it is an "administrative nightmare," and l would have to
pay a 300 dollar fee. I explained that my downstairs roommate
planned to move out at the exact same time my lease expired,
and obviously someone would have to occupy the Vacant downstairs room but they were adamant about charging me a fee
which they would not charge a brand new tenant.
No, I did not live in Auschwitz or communist China; I lived
on Alafaya in a ·cookie-cutter collegiate townhouse complex.
In February of '99, lacking any other visible options, I
renewed my lease at my apartment complex. The very next day
I returned to the leasing office and explained to them that I
wanted more time to explore my options. In sum, I was told,
"Sorry Charlie." It was explained that once the renewal lease
was signed it was binding, despite the fact that I was barely
halfway through my first lease! "To break my renewal contract, I
would have to pay a $150 "subletting fee," and the burden of
finding a.tenant to sublet my flat was entirely mine.
I immediately contacted Student Legal Services, and was
informed that the contract Was ironclad, and I was S.O.L. The
lawyer whom I spoke with told me that some complexes have
one primary directive: milking parents out of their money. How
right she was.
Additionally, in August of 1999, for no discernable reason,
the rent increased by an average $15 dollars a month. And
although my complex polluted my mailbox with a thousand flyers a week reminding us to renew our leases before the deadline,
they did not circu~ate so much as one leaflet to explain why the
rent was going up.
The safety of residents is an issue that is not sufficiently
discussed with prospective residents by these university housing
developments. Incidents ofviolent crime and assorted criminal
activity seem to escape local media scrutiny and therefore the
attention of the UCF community. Between June and early
August when I moved out, I witnessed two full-blown rumbles
just by looking out my window. In only two years I called the
police three t.imes because the level of violenc;:e thal had erupted in the streets looked like the LA riots. Once I saw what
appeared to be several frat-looking guys loading what I am quite
certain was an unconscious body into the back of a pickup
truck. I called the police, and a good ten minutes later one patrol
car arrived, then lackadaisically combed the streets as if searching for a lost dog. Another time as my roommate and I were
·standing outside on our porch, when a party poured out of an
apartment and into the street. My roommate and I watched
slack-jawed as half-a-dozen young men kicked and punched one
guy up and down the street.
In mid-July of 2000, a month before the first day of his
renewed lease, my roommate Mark received a letter informing
him that our complex was relocating him to another townhouse.
Never mind that Mark had lived in the same apartment, the same
room for three years, and had no intention of moving. He was
given no explanation, rio alternatives, and no means to appeal
the decision. The only compensation he was offered was a reimbursement of the cost of setting up new telephone service. No
reimbursement for the time and expense of moving all his
worldly possessions was offered, and no apology for imposing
him on a group of total strangers. In the spirit of journalis.jc
integrity, I must report that our complex offered to release him
from the indentured servitude of his lease, but only after he
stormed the leasing office like a Marine at Normandy adamantly refusing to be shuffled around like a homeless vagrant.
The weekend of the July 21 - July 22, at approximately
10:30AM, 3 Police cars and an ambulance flew passed the guard
gate as I conversed with the night manager. The police were
responding to an \armed robbery call in which one of the victims
COMMUNITY, Page 23
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Selected Varieties

Corona Extra or
· .Corona Light

Tropical
Plants

Edy's Drea1;nery or
Godiva Ice Cream
10

9
'pk.'
·7!.' ·

Inch Pot

Bottles
12 Pack

'

Apollo Printer

Filler
Paper

Powered by HP Inkjet Tecbnolau
Model #P-2250

200 ct., LIMIT 4

49!~
AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE

George Foreman
Grill

HP Inkjet
Cartridges

#02199

#5 I 645A, #51629A or #5 I 626A

Dfyer, ·Can Opener,
.Bagel Toaster, Light!!d

Mirror, .Clock, Phone ·or
Presto
· Pizza Maker
Model #3430

.

. Burrier Range

Assorted Colors

()

·- ·

Vi. lda·.· l. Sassoo·n· Mid Size Pro D·ry.er;IWS509,
· Rival Auto Can Opener #72 JW, Hamilton
ij~~ch BagelSnutrtToaster #22203,+Conair
·J.Aghted Mak&lJp Mirror #OR5, General
!Dlglf<ll Alarm Clock #22651, COnair Slim

llilrklJh ·

Phone (Almond·.·.)

·••

. #SW204~€S·,· t~.'as.·

··.··
tm

Burner Buffet Range ~642~ . .

JO,Pack
Hangers

.

aster

"/;•··'1' ·j '\.,
. '. . .
.· ,.,(

·•··

""

.· · .
~

. • .....
·
.
· · ·, .

fJ-·

Multi Purpose
Copy
Paper
Albertson's, 500 ct.

, .·

~.<~

299
pkg.

-··· ·---~ ~--jlii@i.JS&

Albertson's·
Phone Cards
30 Minute

'·

OPEN

--

~4

~ HOURS

AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in each Albertson's store, as specifically noted in this ad.
RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available.
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The last time to say goodbye; life isn't full of endless opportunities
•

KRISTEN BUSCAGLIO
STAFF WRITER

•

'J

Have you ever sat and
thought about what you wish you
could say to someone if you only
had another chance? Lately that
thought has crossed my mind.
Occasionally you will cross paths
with someone you h)lve not seen
in a while. In your head you think
of saying hi, but you start to wonder if they will remember you.
Your thoughts take control and
you pass up the opportunity.

Later you regret your decision;
however, as time goes on you forget about the situation. Then out
of the blue something drastic
happens; the person you neglected to say hi to commits suicide
because of a depression .
Thoughts begin to enter your
mind as to why you did not take a
couple minutes out of your day to
converse with him. What if your
friendly smile could have brought
him hope. Now there is no possibility of that happening.
Thoughts you may have desired

to express no longer have the flict, and why should you be the
chance of being heard.
one to apologize? Neither of you
Death is not the only time end up apologizing and your once
people wish they may have said secure friendship becomes
something
and
did
not. extinct. Prior bonds you shared
Friendships and relationships are no longer sufficient due to
also bring about regretful feel- stubbornness.
ings. Unspoken words often
However, with better comoccur; with argumentative fights munication the friendship had the
or the fear of love and rejection. potential ·to be salvaged.
Have you ever liked or loved
Although the w~rds 'I am sorry'
seem easy to say, for many it. is a someone, but held it in because
difficult task. Have you ever felt . you felt that he/she may not react
that it was the other person's fault · the same way? Then you lose all
that the two of you were in con- opportunity because he/she

Laws or lunacy?: what purpose t1o these strange laws have?
DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

Laws are typically made for
the protection of the population.
However, there are a number of
laws that are so absurd, they are
kept from the general public's
knowledge or may as well be
since many do not know these
laws even exist.
Florida is a crime-ridden
state. Perhaps more so than one
would think. In some cities, it is
against the law to hang laundry
outs~de on a clothesline. If the
lawn in certain . areas of Cape
Coral gets too high, a fine will

appear in the mailbox.
Laws like these are made
with every ·good intention. Few
people desire to live in a neighborhood where clothes hang on
visible clotheslines or where
neighbors keep the grass so high
one could swim in it.
There are, however, some
laws that legislatures should take
another look at.
In Aorida, it is unlawful to
skateboard without a license.
For those who would skateboard
on 1-4, I can see the point of this
law. I have yet to meet an individual who would try this.
Apparently, though there must
be someone out there who -has

l )Education
2)Money
3)Opposite sex
4)Beer/parties

l 29)Textbooks

..

feet apart. A Carrizozo, New the country.
The laws in question are cerMexico ·law states that women
may not go out in public tainly not enforced. Most could
unshaven. A law in Michigan name several locations where
states that women may not cut these laws are broken. The "no
their hair without their husband's skateboarding without a license"
law is broken in driveways,
approval.
Since it is nearly impossible, -beaches, parks, and sidewalks all
if not entirely so, to erase laws, over the state.
As American citizens, we
these should be amended. The
the people, have the right to critreasons for this are obvious.
These laws serve no other icize laws and question them.
room' in These, and other stupid laws,
purpose than to take
books. Few people know of these come into question today. This
ludicrous laws that all states cry is to
amend the laws. Why have laws
hav~. Even fewer obey them. The
number of criminals because of that are neither followed nor
them are immense. I may as well enforced? Why have such ludibe in prison along with half of crous laws at all?

tried.
In Big Pine Key, it is illegal
to molest a Key deer. I should
certainly hope so. Does the law
apply to other types of deer?
There are other such silly
laws including no parachuting
for single women on Sunday's
and no eating cottage cheese on
Sunday's after 6 p.m. in
S~asota.

Florida is not the only state
where some laws reach idiocy. In
Hastings, Nebraska, hotel owners are required to provide guests
with clean, ironed nightshirts. In
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, hotel
rooms are r~quired to have two
twin beds, a minimum of two

Important things
to college students

•

slipped out of your hands and
into the hands of another person.
Overcoming fears and learning to
go with your gut feeling will take
the stress off your shoulders of
wondering what if? The worsetthing that could happen is that the
person says no to your question
or does not remember you. No
matter the response you will have
an answer and a feeling of relief.
Life is full of endless opportunity, but if you do not go after if it,
it may never come knocking at .
your door.
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We've got'em anyway!
Knight's Corner BoOkstore
12209 University Blvd .
Phone: 658-7979
Extended hours during
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Ranting and Raving: Cell Phones
CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER

Ladies and gentlemen, boys
and girls, children of all ages,
welcome to the madness! For the
next year, the gods willing (the
editors think they are gods), I
will be filling this space with
rants about nothing more than
what I think. If you don't like it,
don't read it. If you do like it, you
should probably still not read it,
but hey, it's your perogative.
I was driving along the other
day and happened to glance over
to my left. What I saw did not
amaze me. The scene goes like
this: white Lincoln Town Car,
female driver, cell phone in right
hand, wheel in the left. Our subject was looking down at the passenger seat ~t what was probably

a laptop computer. She was completely oblivious to the fact that,
in five hundred feet, there was a
red light that she would, most
likely, run. I started slowing and
she just kept on barreling forward
at about 50 miles per hour.
Luckily, at about 200 feet back,
she looked up from her little fantasy world and saw that she was
about to cause a boo-boo. So she
slams on the breaks, stops the car
with barely enough room for an
ant to squeez through, and then
goes right back to her phone call
and laptop as if nothing had happened. The light turned green and
when I looked she was holding
up the line because she was still
completely entrenched in the
phone call.
So am I bashing people who
drive white Lincolns? No, nor am

I bashing female drivers, so all
the feminists can sit down too.
I'm just wondering why people
who have a cell phone think that
it gives them the right to endanger every other law abiding driver who, heavins forbid, pays
attenti9n to the road when they
drive.
The problem doesn't seem to
confine itself to cars though. No,
it seems that these people think
that they are entitled to a phone
conversation while they walk in a ·
crowded area such as a mall food
court, in the middle of a family
dinner, in a movie that everyone
has waited in line for twenty minutes to get tickets to, everywhere
and anywhere they can get those
annoying little technological
wonders to is a new and exciting
place for them to have an anti-

social phqne conversation.
How disgruntled do you get
when little Suzie gets a phone
call on her cell phone in the middle of a movie? She then decides
that the middle of a tense scene is
a good place to have an animated
conversation about how hot guys
like me are. Then, just to make
matters worse, you realize that
she's being called from across the
theater by the other group of
annoying fifteen year-old boys
and girls, who have been throwing soft chocolate covered something or others at the screen for
the past half of an hour. In the
middle of paying attention to
Suzy and her friends, you have
lost the plot of the movie and
now have to come back to the
theater on a different day, pay
$7.50 again, to catch what you

missed because of a pair of cell
phones and teenagers.
So where do we draw the
line? When do the' CEO's, real
estate agents, soccer moms, three
piece suits and Suzy and company decide that it's time to hang up
and pay attention to walking,
having lunch, driving or the
movie? This world needs to take
a little breather from it's stressful,
hair-loss causing, pace and just
enjoy their lunch break. The children going to and from school
don't need to be put in danger by
mothers who are hell-bent on
piloting SUV's with one hand
and gossip with the other.
Of course that's just the
opinion of one little green guy, a
schizophrenic college student
and Janet the cleaning lady, but
we could be wrong.

UCFfuture.com UCFfuture.com UCFfuture.com
What are you waiting for?
FREE CIASSIFIEDS, Lfm-BRFAKING NEWS, 24 ~OUR UPDATES AND MUCH MORE

Fast, Fun and Friendly

Attractive Salaries

Boundariless opportunities
Store Management Internship
•$101 hour, requires flexible hours
•Full or part-time internships in local Orlando stores for
juniors and seniors
•Internships begin September 18, 2000
•Excellent Growth Potential!!
.For More Information, please contact:
Jennifer Jobe
407-804-6908 - phone
407-804-9393 - fax
Jennifer.Jobe@target.com
www.target.com

TARGET

Community doesn't quite cut it for student
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was pistol-whipped. Only a few
days before that, a nearby room
burst into flam~s.
When I queried one of the
property managers who I am
friendly with, he told me that a

fire had erupted while a resident was freebasing cocaine.
Something else they do not
mention in the brochure;.when '
you relocate from this complex, the Post Office will not
forward your mail. Once it
arrives at the Post Office, mail

with a certain zip code suffix is
immediately boxed and delivered .to this complex where it is
' hand-sorted into individual
mailboxes. Needless to say, the
complex will not lift a
finger to assist former residents
with this problem. This prob-

lem was brought to my attention by a leaflet that my complex' circulated less than . a
month before final move-out
date.
And last but not least, two
weeks before I moved out of
my townhouse, a man arrived

to spackle a hole in my wall.
The gentleman was congenial
and
gregarious as he completed the
work order. The incident was
brief and went off with all but
one problem~ the work order
was two years old.

STORES NEAREST CAMPUS: In Altamonte Springs at Interstate Mall, Highway 436 and 1-4, and in Orlando at International Drive Value Center, International Drive.
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The Big lireen liug
Returns ID liodzilla i!DDD

-

DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

villain sounds like a Clint Eastwood wannabe. .The

given spaghetti western ("I never
see you again ... "). As if this is not
dubbing is worse than all the Jackie
mbined. It seems even in the digital
mmakers somehow cannot get words
h lip movements. I mean, seriously,
ubbing on this movie is plain inexcus• even Godzilla's lips do not match at
s. Add these in with a good splash of
lodrama and some sort of ethical rant
ut how destroying life is wrong, and
illa 2000's bare minimum plot is
shed down to the equivalent of The
rs.
en considering all these factors,
s no doubt Godzilla 2000 is a bad
However, is it worse than other
· la movies, say Son of Godzilla and
a vs. the Sea Monster? The answer
~tion is no, the film is a perfect
c~ tn the series. The brain behind
Godzilla, Toho Studios, has brought bad to
the next geno@tion of film audiences. The
\..,--~-~~~~~~~------......--____,__,,....,..,..,_~~~r-.1 irony however, is that Godzilla 2000 is
aetllally great fun to watch. The movie is
really more of a comedy than anything else and is
worth going to see, just to observe poor filmmaking at
its best. People love Godzilla for its cheesiness, or
they hate it for the same reasons, but nevertheless, I
recommend you see the film all the same. The reason
why is unclear, but as one character said at the end of
Godzilla 2000, "Perhaps Godzilla is a part of each and
·
every one of us."

Now 0 pen.'Come v~s1t
. . us ...
"'

You may be eligi>le to participate in clinical research studies for men or

women 18 to 45 years of age. Other restrictions may apply. If
you qualify, a stipend of up to $100 per day is available
to compensate for your time and transportation.
Please can •7-273-4312 for information.
Oinical Research Center of Florida
5802 Lake Underhill Rd.
Orlando, F1orida 328117

''Where you-don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS!!!"
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The highly anticipated Jennifer Lopez
movie, The Cell, is a piteous attempt at a film,
which had a lot of potential. Although the story
line was good, the way in which the movie was ·
executed ruined it.
The Cell's plot as great. Lopez plays
Catherine Deane, a psyc ologist who enters the
mind of her patients in,,erder to help them. Deane
enters the mind of a/ schizophrenic serial killer,
Carl Stragher, played by Vincent D'Onofrio. Her
mission is to find out where Stragher's latest victim
is being held. The .title of the movie refers to a cell
that Stragher built to keep his innocent female victims in for 40 hours. After that time, the cell fills
with water. Once the victim has drowned, Stragher
begins performing sadistic rituals on their bodies.
Vince Vaughn plays FBI Agent Peter Novak who
must help Deane once she becomes trapped inside
Stragher's mind, which has also become her "cel1."
Despite the excellent plot, it seemed as
though the director tried too hard to make this one
of the best movies ever. The movie was a directorial debut for Tarsem. His most well received work
was his direction of R.E.M.'s "Losing My
Religion" video, whic~ won an MTV Music Video
Award. Tarsem made this movie seem more like a
really bad acid trip than a movie about the inner
workings of a serial killer.
The art direction was the only memorable
aspect of this movie. The costumes were very
peculiar. Yet, that is expected because n;mch of the
movie takes place on a subconscious level with
bizarre dreams. However, the visual appeal of the
movie is not enough to compensate for the long,
arduous trip a movie watcher is forced to endure
for 107 minutes. The alluring images are enough
to mask the preview of The Cell. That is the only
way this movie will be able to make any money at
the box office. By not giving away any of the plot
the . audience is left intrigued after the previews.
Cell movie patrons come to the theater wondering,
"What is this all about?" The end of the movie
answers that question with "absolutely nothing."
One scene worth noting shows Lopez
smoking a joint in the film. This small, yet
remarkable shift from cigarettes helps to show that
this movie is trying to be on the cutting edge of
filmmaking. Not many movies show psychologists
smoking marijuana. However, even seeing Jennifer
Lopez smoke pot isn't worth $7.50. Perhaps she
was rehearsing for that scene when she read the
script and decided to make this movie.
The Cell is one of the worst movies this
year and probably the worst movie Lopez has
·
made to date.
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Different Nationally Touring Comedians Every Week
HBO SHOWT/ME COMEDY CENTRAL

As seen on:

Featuring Your Host & M. C.

JOHNNY "THE MAGICMAN" MILLWATER
Cover: $5.00 With Any College ID (18 Years & Up)
Show: 8:30 PM
RSVP: 407-275-9000
Also: "Open Mic Night" - Every Wednesday!
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CAB Sehedule of£vents:

The Campus Aetivities Board (CAB) is a student run or~anization that
p~ovides many prob'ams and events at UCF that help students g,et the most
out of their eolre~e experienee. CAB eon$i$b; of eleven eommittees:

Cinema • Coneerfs • Cultunl Arts •Danee Marathon • Homeeomin! •
Popular Entertainment •Publie Relations • Speakers • Speeial Even'&
Speetaeular Kni~fs ·• Video Produetions
·
CAB Oftiee, Student Union, Room 215
Call 407.823.6471
Get Conneefed...
http://pe~asus.ee.uef.edutCAB
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\Regis Philbin is the Antichrist J
KRISTOFER

A.

KAY

STAFF WRITER

"I'm as mad as hell, and I'm not going to
take this anymore."
-Peter Finch, "Network"
Maybe Andy Warhol was on to
something. Maybe he saw something
wicked on the crest of the horizon and
knew he'd better quit while he was ahead.
Or maybe he was just making a roundabout generalization about the deterioration of popular culture. Let's face it; deep
down everyone wants to be on television.
No matter how trivial it seems, getting
your face beamed to and from outer space
then shot back into someone else's living
room during network prime time is becoming as important as breathing in American
society now more than ever. No longer do
the fruitful attainability's, such as say skill
or talent, hold much merit to the once
ridiculous notion that maybe (oh, just
maybe) you could be on television. With
the increased public interest in "reality"
television, fame, once dire and dear to a
select group has turned a nation of stultified entertainment laden neophytes into a
classless denomination of pipedreamers
thinking that they are Mary Tyler Moore in
New York City spinning around and saying
"You're going to make it after all!"
This all started not too long ago
with the addition of "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire," the poor man's intellectual
version of "Jeopardy," to the American
Broadcasting Channel. With such tortuous
interrogatories as " What was the name of

Columbus' three ships?" "Who is Bruce
Wayne's alter ego?" and "Yellow and blue
creat~ what color?" it gave couch potatoes
the false impression that possibly they are
not as stupid as they look; that maybe all
those years watching reruns of Starsky &
Hutch finally paid off by answering the
$10, 000 question of "Who was the all
knowing, street-wise pimp in the long runAnswer:
ning, 70's cop drama?"
Huggybear. The problem with game
shows like "Millionaire" (and its rival contemporaries) is that it sets the precedence
of greed above anything else. Like starving mice to an awaiting food pellet, it
demonstrates that the thirst for free capital
is beset between an unlucky bunch of televised buffoons with a bastion of useless
information in which they share a common
link to. Why is it so popular? It isn't
because it is so damn entertaining (I mean
seriously, do we care a half a rat's *ss how
smart someone's Grandpa Irvin really is?).
It is because folks at home are trying to
beat the ones in the box. "Hey, if Bob the
accountant from Fargo can win sixty-grand
then I could go on there and make a
killing!" Why not? Everyone could use a
little moral boost when it comes to your
common knowledge in planetary configuration and who was the voice to most of
the Loony Tunes characters.
Washing ashore amid the wake
set by the natural phenomenon known as
Hurricane Regis is the current wave of
reality based TV. As if the dilapidated condition of network television couldn't sink

into a lower realm of blackest hell comes
programs that prove there is something
more idiotic than the OJ. Simpson payper-view special that aired a while back.
"Survivor," "Big Brother," "The Real
World," and, worst of all, (if there is such
a designation) "Making the Band" are not
only bad pieces of entertainment but paradigms of the corrosive element in today's
popular culture. Moreover, they show just
how much evil lurks within the hearts and
minds of the modem day pirates otherwise
known as television executives. There is
nothing Orwellian about watching five
Neutrogena face wash models being puppeteered by a rogue's gallery of musical
professionals and overseen by a man who
looks like a hybrid between Ghepetto and
the whale. Nor did Aldous Huxley have in
mind his term, "Brave New World," to be
associated with a feigned, Golding-esque
island inhabited by the world's most
annoying bunch of would-be castaways.
There is no purpose for these types of
shows other than to provide voyeuristic
fascination to the willing public. No different than a common case of pornographic curiosity; the paradox being that at least
porno gives us something interesting to •
watch for an hour or two.
Now, with such a blatant and gratuitous core of ridiculous resolve with zero ~
amount of worth, you would think people
would shun these programs like receptions
of the Westminster Kennel Club ~
Competition; but of course, the
SEE
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Nielsons' scale tells us just the contrary. Worse yet,
people are actually aspiring to be apart of the lunacy.
Not just the starry-eyed adolescents with bright lights
clouding their judgement and visions of Emmys
dancing around in their heads but regular everyday
folk who seem to think living in obscurity just isn't
good enough. Ta1ent, that once crazy notion that was
sought after to make it "Out There," has retreated to
give way for unadulterated, blind luck that is
bestowed to fools who, in a refractory sense, welcome
to. lose their identity and sell themselves to a multimedia conglomerate. How wonderful it must feel to
trade in your likeness to a corporation like Viacom
just so you can receive a couple of "Hey, weren't you
on that one show a long time ago?" or "Do you know
Puck?" inquiries while shopping at the mall.
Fame might as well be the eighth deadly sin.
In this year of instability where the televised media
has become the omnipotent source in choosing all
things both worthy and not, the line between what is
enjoyable and what is disposable has disintegrated. It
has become unified into a homogenized spectrum of
inane patter and whining. Remember when watching
television used to be fun? Arguing over such-andsuch's character and what might happen next season.
What ever happened to good old-fashioned dramatics? Now we tune in because we are bored and,
frankly, if we don't have HBO we're screwed.
Broadcast television is not entertainment anymore;
we would be better off taking quantum doses of
Zoloft fed intravenously through our monitors and
calling it a day. These droogs, who bequeath ridicule
for a small amount of fortune and a blurb in a copy of
Entertainment Weekly, do not deserve the attention
they aspire to receive. Poet Gil Scott Heron was correct in his prophecy that the revolution will not be
televised Like the button says, "You're not famous
until someone puts your head on a Pez dispenser."
But then again I could be going about this all wrong,
after all, life doesn't imitate art anymore-it only imi-.
tates bad TV.

llllir•atia1Alec1•cs11 C•P• wit~
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DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

In this growing digital age, more and more peopie (especially students) are turning toward the Internet
for many of their needs. As it currently stands, almost

ferent countries and thus influence the reader's decision
through their anecdotes.
One of the most innovative aspects about
anything can be done electronically, all the way from StudentAdvantage.com is that one can personalize the
ordering food to making trav- .---------~--~---~__., site to fit his or her own tastes and
el plans months ahead of
time. With this in mind, a

itUCF Welcome Back Knights
t;ucleRt; Healt;h Geot;ep
PhBPIRBCl?
(407) 823-6337

(407) UCF-MEDS
Remember, we are here to meet your healthcare needs.

Not only ·do -we carry prescription medications at
low prices, we also carry a large selection of ·
over-the-·counter products·including:
Pain Relievers
Cough and Cold Meds.
1st Aid Supplies .
Beauty Aids
Feminine Products Vitamins
Household Items
The List Goes ON....
**Ladies Don't Forget to ask about our LOW
Birth Control Prices.
\ '
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We are constantly reading articles about groups
such as the Backstreet Boys and 'NSYNC. These Orlando
"superstars" have put us on the map as being a major city
for musical success. What we don't usually read about are
the smaller local bands that are making a name for themselves in this city. One of these bands is called Agent
Felix.
Formed in 1997, these 4 guys have been working
extremely hard to build a loyal following. They recently
self-released a CD entitled "Cooler Than You," which features 15 songs of catchy
pop punk songs about
girls, girls, and more
girls. The songs oh the
CD will not only make
) ou sing along, but they
will also make you laugh.
One of my
favorite songs on the CD,
· Internet Girl," has the
following lyrics: "She
-,cnt me a picture, but who
knows, maybe it's not
really her., She says she's
S'S" has blonde hai{ and
blue eyes. She's probably
6'3" has sideburns or a
goatee. And how am I
supposed to know if she's
a raging psycho. She's
my internet girl. She
might really be a guy."
Agent Felix just
got home from their first
full U.S. tour. They trav-

elect the country for six weeks straight playing as many
cities as possible. Starting off the tour on June 20th, they
performed at DIY Records in Winter Park with another
local band called Unsung Zeros to a sellout crowd of 170
people. DIY Records is a record store with a back room
that holds shows, so to pack in 170 people is definitely
something to be proud of. A few days later, they played
in Texas in front of 200 people. For a band that's never
played there before, 200 people is an amazing turnout.
Some of the other highlights of the tour were San Diego

and New Jersey.
Agent Felix puts on a live show that is full of
energy and enthusiasm. They make it hard for anyone not
to have a good time. The lineup includes Joe Knipp and
Aaron Harvey both contributing vocals and guitar, Tim
Jones on bass, and Omar Surillo on drums.
For people familiar with MP3.com, Agent Felix
spent eight weeks at the number one spot on the pop punk
charts with their ode to everyone's old favorite TV show,
"90210." For a local Orlando band that is still trying to
get their name out around the
country, they have accomplished many great things. To
check out their website, go to
www.agentfelix.com. To hear
their
music,
go
to
www.mp3.com/agentfelix.
If you enjoy lyrics
with a sense of humor, you can't
go wrong with this band. They
charge only $6 for their CD at
shows. Fifteen songs for $6 is a
great deal.
Go see them live on
September 28th at DIY Records
with Beefcake, Luckie Strike,
and Hollywood Beach Brian.
Their live show is amazing and
I can promise you it will be well
worth your time. See them now
before they get huge and start
touring arenas.
(
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KICK OFF AT THE UCF ARENA
TUESDAY, AUGUST 29

7:00 PM• 10:00 PM
AND DON'T FORGET...
CHAPTER RECRUITMENT p ARTIES
WEDNESDAY THRU FRIDAY

AUGUST 30 .. SEPI EMBER

1

BEGINNING AT 8PM EACH NIGKT ON GREEK PARK DRIVE
COUNCIL OFFICE:

(407) 823-2072

STUDENT UNION ROOM 305
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • · • , •, ••• •• • • • •. • •
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
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COMING IN SEPTEMBER:
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UCF Football on the Big Screen!
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Havelocos
CaterYour
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~ Rush Parties!

GREAT
DAILY
SPECIALS!
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EMILY PRATT
STAFF WRITER

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905

Located in the UCF
Student Union

•

~
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
All you can play pool after 1Opm for i £>
l~~os Open Daily at 8:30 am for Breakfast!

• MAMAS _MEAT~ALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC •

CONGRATULATIONS TO
UCF - AIR FORCE ROTC's
Future Pilots
and Navigators
UCF

stu~ents

selected to
JEREMY CASTOR
JEFFREY GRITTER
JOSEPH PAYNER

be Air Force pilots:
SHAWN COREY
TAYLOR LEE
JONATHAN REED

UCF students selected as Air Force navigators:
JESUS GONZALEZ
SCOTT SERKIN
)

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN QUALIFY FOR PILOT &
NAVIGATOR SLOTS!! We need people for all of our 120
careers-not just flying positions. You can major in whatever
field you choose. We have 2, 3, and 4~year programs to meet
your needs.
Talk to us about scholarships regardless of your major'. We
also have special scholarships for electrical engineers.

For more information, call us at 407-823-1247
(UCF-lAIR) or visit us at Building 501 (behind the
Recreation Services Building/Swimming Pool).

A good bar can be hard to find, and in the whirlwind
of construction zones and corporate logos, the neon signs can
make it even harder. In the last year the UCF area has grown
into a respectable college suburb with a plethora of drinking
and dining choices stretching down University Boulevard.
Upperclassmen will remember a time· when weeknight activities climaxed at Applebee's happy hour and crowded dance
floors at the Mill, but now, we suddenly have options. But
the best doesn't necessarily mean the biggest chain or the
cheapest beer. Sometimes you just need more, and you'll
find it at the Back Booth.
Returning students may remember Java Jabbers
Coffeehouse, a 7-year institution tucked away between UC7
Cinemas and Mr. B's Salon. After a month and a half of
locked doors, it has re-opened as the Back Booth, revamped
and refurbished by partners Ryan Marshall, Pat Fatica, and
Andy Gurjian. It is unlike any other bar in the UCF area, and
frankly this is just what we needed.
Enter the small listening room with its deep burgundy walls, hardwood floors, spacious booths, and trendy
art deco style and you immediately know that it isn't just
another college dive. A wide flowing bar covers the back
wall of the club, but behind it you won't find any Bud Light
or wine coolers, instead an array of hard to find imports and
domestics, bottled and draft, line the coolers and shelves.
They also stock a variety of red and white wines if you don't
care for beer.
But the objective here isn't about the beer or the
wine; it's about the culture, a culture that is hard to find, even
downtown, outside of Bodhisattva Social Club or Kit Kat in
the Wall Street Plaza. We step away from the mainstream of
pop culture to pay homage to local artists, who deck the walls
and local musicians that showcase their talents nightly.
Like many bars, the Back Booth will theme their
nights, ranging from an open "Jazz Practice" on Tuesdays to
electronic and experimental music on Thursdays. Local spoken word artist Ruben DreVv hosts "I Can't Believe It's Not
Art" on Wednesdays and "Classroom Films" from mid-century play on Monday nights. Friday and Saturdays the club
will host local musical. acts from all genres. Although the
_ club does not open on Sundays it is open for reservations to
host benefits, art openings and other large parties. Happy
hour runs from 4-7pm nightly but drink specials will run
under the same theme premise, for example specials on Saki
when Japanimation airs on TV.
The Back Booth looks to appeal to the finer tastes, to
showcase the best of what Orlando has to offer in an intimate
setting. By focusing on the talent they look to create a clientele appreciative of the arts, in hopes that what seems to be a
dying breed of culture downtown may flourish in this collegiate atmosphere.
This· month, check out Beat Notation on Thursday
the 24, Hindu Cowboys on Friday the 25 and Milka Ramos,
solo act JB, and Amy Steinburg on the 26 at the Back Booth.
, I
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The University Writing Center Has Moved!
Come visit us in MOD 608

Dear Sexpert,
I took a class this spring and my professor had an
obvious crush on me. She would rub my shoulders while talking to me and always insisted that I stay after class to help her
in her office. Her behavior made me very uncomfortable.
This wouldn't still be a problem if I didn't have to take another class with her this fall. I'm worried that she will continue
her embarrassing favoritism towards me. I need this class for
my major and it isn't taught by anyone else. What should I
do?

.,.

'

~MOD

I..

r~:1

-Not "Bi-Curious," female, 21

Dear Not "Bi-Curious,"
I can understand how that would- make you feel uneasy,
but do you think that it would be ok if these attentions were coming from a male teacher? Your answer should be "no" because you
go to class to learn, not to be made uncomfortable. No one likes
to be sexually harassed, and yes, this is sexual harassment.
I recommend that your first step is confronting her about
her actions. Talk to her about how her attention towards you
makes you nervous. It will be difficult, but chances are, she doesn't even realize that she is singling you out. She will appreciate
you telling her before the situation had gotten worse and other
people found out. This way, the class should go more smoothly
for you and she won't jeopardize your learning process anymore.
Of course, if she persistently denies that what she is
doing is wrong and continues to flirt with you, you have no choice
but to take it to her superiors, whoever they may be. She will more
than likely be reprimanded, and you shouldn't have those troubles
anymore.

..... ,

Aquarius Drive

http://www.reach.ucf.edu/"'uwc (407) 823-2197

Dear Sexpert,
My last girlfriend told me that she didn't like kissing
me. I have heard this from other girls and I think this is what
leads to our eventual break-ups. Women are so hard to please•
Can you tell me what I'm doing wrong and how I can kiss better?
-All Alone, male, 18
Dear All Alone,
Your problem is not so uncommon. Many people do not
even know that they aren't good kissers. You should feel privileged to have received this tip so that you may improve. A kiss,is
the most passionate thing you can share with a person, and the
way you do it can say a lot about your other bedroom skills.
When a person "can't kiss" it usually meaQs that he or
she is oblivious to a partner's needs. By learning to read your next
girlfriends actions, you '11 be able to keep her wanting to kiss you.
When you first touch her lips with yours, do not immediately jam
your tongue down her throat. I'm sure that her tonsils are just fine
and don't need to be so closely inspected by you.
Do not underestimate the power of your lips. After all,
it's not called a "lip lock" for nothing. While kissing, alter your
usual routine a little bit by gently biting or sucking on her lower
lip. The key here is to do everything slow and gentle. If you aren't
paying attention when she pulls away from you in disgust, you
won't know that she doesn't like that part of what you are doing
to her. You will continue to do it and she will continue to be
grossed out
Something sweet to try is kissing other parts of her face.
There are so many nerve endings in the eyelids that never get any
· attention. Not only does this give your mouth a break, you'll get
points for originality and being a sweetheart.
While men tend to dive right into a situation that maybesomeday-could-possib1y lead to sexual intercourse, the average
woman prefers the thrill of the chase and even some occasional
(gasp) romance. On those memorable occasions when she does
want to up the passion quotient, you can tel1 by reading her body
language. Does she tighten her arms around you? Is her kissing
increasingly forceful? Even though these signs may mean she is
enjoying herself, they do not mean you should commence your
slobbery, tongue-ramming mouth Olympics. What it does indicate
is that you have been paying attention to her for a change, and
you're finally doing something right.

Sm1iprir Love,

$G.OO OFF
ANY PURCHAas

$26.00 or MOR£
GOOD TILL 9/30/00
11c11•111111 111•1
11111 ...., ...... II 11111 If •1rc111se.
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SEX 11nd ReL1tio11sli!J1

q11estilms t11:

SEXPERTAD ICE@AOL.COM
(
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Eminem Files For Divorce
Erninem filed for divorce from his wife, Kimberly
Mathers, on August 16 in Detroit. The couple has been together for many years and have a child. They got married last summer. Eminem's record label, Interscope Records, said: "The two
have had an on-again, off-again relationship that's been extensively detailed in the press. In early June, the couple separated,
and since then Eminem has come to the decision that a divorce
is unavoidable." The couple has had a tough time together.
Most recently, the attempted suicide by Kim in July. In June,
Em got into an argument with his wife after he saw her kiss
another man outside a bar in Warren, Michigan. "The Slim
Shady LP" features a song entitled "97' Bonnie & Clyde." In
the song Em raps about disposing Kim;s body after slitting her
throat.
On "The Marshall
Mathers LP" a song entitled
"Kim" is about an argument
between the two that leads to her
murder. More recently, during
Em's "Up In Smoke" concert
performances, he pulls an inflatable doll onstage calling it "Kim"
and kicking it around the stage.

Mase Has Something New To Rap About
Former Bad Boy label rapper, Mase, has been quite
busy since he left the music industry. Mr. Mase, or should we
say Minister Mase, has been spreading the word of God. Mase,
24, left the glamorous and risky world of music to start a ministry. He said: "I gave up music, something I loved. If I didn't
give up my everything, how could I come to you and say give -up
your everything (for God). God is able. God is real. Basically,
God is everything." Mase's ministry, Saving A Nation
Endangered (SANE), went to Detroit in June as a part of his
"Hell Is Not Full" crusade. Bishop Wayne T. Jackson, senior
pastor of Great Faith Ministries International, has become a supportive friend to Mase. Jackson said that Mase has performed
several acts of generosity while in Detroit. He gave away a diamond watch and a $75,000 diamond bracelet during a service at
Jackson's church. Mase currently lives in Atlanta and is getting
a degree in mathematics at Clark Atlanta University.
Scary Spice Has A Scary Husband
Jim Guizar, the estranged husband of "Scary" Spice

Winfrey settled the suit for an undisclosed amount. Green and
Natkin have taken thousands of photos for Oprah between 1992
and 1996.

Melanie B, was arrested on August 17 in London. His arrest was
in-conjunction with an alleged assault No specifics of the inci-

dent that caused the arrest have been disclosed. "Guizar has
been bailed to return pending further inquiries," said a police
spokesman. I'll tell you what she wants, what she really, really
wants...D-I-V-0-R-C-E. Guizar, 30, married Mel B in 1998.
They have daughter, Phoenix Chi, who is 18 months old. The
Spice Girls' next album will be on sale in November.

a

Chicks Say It Won't Always Be Coca-Cola
The Dixie Chicks are the latest to support the Screen
Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and
Radio strike against the producers of commercials that over pay
for actors in ad spots. The group just turned down a multi-million dollar, one-year endorsement with Coca-Cola. The reason
was because the company refused to sign an interim agreement
with the unions. The walkout began May 1. Tennis star, Andre
Agassi also supports the strike. He refused an offer for a
nonunion ad in Australia following the Summer Olympics. In
the beginning of the strike, Britney Spears canceled a nonunion
Clairol shoot. The' Backstreet Boys filmed an ad for Burger
King under an interim agreement Lil' Zane declined an offer by
Tommy Hilfiger to star in a nonunion commercial campaign.
Spears and 'NSYNC donated part of the proceeds from recent
concerts to the SAG Foundation after they made a nonunion
commercial for McDonald's in Canada.

Oprah Settles Lawsuit

Baby News
According to the August 28 issue of PEOPLE, this
month is the busiest in the maternity ward. This year the ward
is not only the busiest, but the most glamorous as well. On Aug.
8, Catherine Zeta-Jones gave birth to son Dylan, with help from
fiance Michael Douglas. Zeta-Jones looked at her son's chin and
screamed, "Look at that dimple!" Kirk Douglas, the baby's
grandfather, looked at the newborn's chin and added, "It's even
bigger than mine!" Three days later on Aug. 11, Madonna gave
birth by cesarean to son Rocco. Rumors about the newborn
(who was three weeks premature) have been flying that he is
being treated for a variety of problems. Rocco's pediatrician
says, "Nonsense, everything is
fine." Madonna's spokesperson,
Liz Rosenburg, says that
Madonna and the baby are now
safely home with Ritchie and
Lourdes. On Aug. 15, Iman gave
birth to daughter Alexandria
Zahara Jones. Bowie's given
name is David Robert Jones.
"David assisted in the delivery
and cut the umbilical cord," said
his publicist. This is the second
child for both, but the first for
them as a couple. Bowie has a
son named Duncan, born in
1971, with his ex-wife. Iman has
l!!!=::::l:==========::!I a 22-year-old daughter, Zulekah,
from her marriage to Spencer Haywood.

Fox Looks For Place To Hibernate During Winter
Michael J. Fox and his wife actress Tracy Pollan are
getting ready to buy a beachfront property in Hawaii. The actor
is ready to shell out $10 million. A source says that Michael
feels the warm climate and relaxing atmosphere will help him in
his battle with Parkinson's disease. Since Michael's leave from
"Spin City," the couple has been busy looking at real estate
brochures and videos to find the perfect property before winter.

Two photographers sued Oprah Winfrey for copyright
infringement. The suit was about 11 pictures in Winfrey's 1996
fitness book, "Make the Connection: Ten Steps to a Better Body
and a Better Life." According to the photographers, Stephen ht our last issue, Lisa Applegate was credited for the XGreen and Paul Natkin, the photos were taken only for use in
publicity kits, not in a book. The photographers received more Men movie reviett-~ The review was actually written by Hanneet
Sidhu. We apologize for any confusion this may have caused.
than $250,000 for their services. On the second day of the tiial,
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vi~ Hot...

Do ~oMetiini Cool!l
Cool jobs
•who has them
•how to get them
•thousands. of
possibilities in
hundreds of fields

careers • internships • fellowships • part-time jobs

There's

help~

(.

(Lots of it!)

Log on today and
register to get the
right sta-rt
in the real world.

www.ucf.egrad2000.com
You'll be amazed-no screaming either. .
Promise.
(tear out the url and save it
for next time you're online)
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Introduces

StudentU~
,.

FULL SERVICE OPTICAL CENTER!
•

~ Contact Lenses
~ Designer Frames
~ Eyeglas_
ses/Sunglasses ~ Eye Exams

Accessories • Repairs • Adjustments

20% OFF with Your Student I.D.!
Faculty and Staff Welcome
•

Located in the Student Union
Across from Knightwear

..,Lach
ORTHODONTICS

...

BOTH OF THESE
PEOPLE ARE
STRAIGHTENING

THEffiTEETH.

•

LEAD STORIES
-- Prominent attorney Alan Dershowitz,
whose best-selling 1991 book "Chutzpah" celebrated
the virtues of impudence, asked a team of Florida
lawyers in July for a cut of the $3.4 billion judgment
they had just won against the cigarette industry on
behaJf of smokers. Dershowitz, who said 1t was his
strategy that won the case, admitted that "promises"
the team made to him were "not in writing," but nevertheless claimed they owed him "i percent," or $34
million, for his advice, which according to time
sheets, he had dispensed over the course of 118
hours, which works out to $288,000 an hour, or $80
a second.
-- Despite televised professional wrestling's
on-screen admonitions against trying such stunts at
home, the New York Daily News reported in July that
as many as 40 amateur (mostly teen-age) "backyard
wrestling" clubs are operating in the New York City
area, practicing moves nearly as dangerous as the
pros'. A Daily_News reporter witnessed 14-year-old
boys smashing each other with wooden poles until
they splintered, landing "chair shots" to the head, diving from platforms or rooftops onto their opponents,
slamming each other through plywood tables , and
even engaging in "barbed-wire" and "fire" matches.
Said one "wrestler's" mother, who watched nervously as her son and his opponent went through their
paces: "Easy ... easy.... "
Volatility in the Internet Price of Kids
Denise Thomas was sentenced to a year's
probation by a Littleton, Colo., judge in August for
offering her 9-year-old daughter for sale on the
Internet for $4,000. Two weeks earlier, Helen Chase
had been arrested in Vacaville,. Calif., and charged
with child endangerment for allegedly giving away
for free her 10-year-old son to a couple in St.
Petersburg, Fla., whom she had met on the Internet.
(Police said the latter kid had been rambunctious and
incorrigible despite her threats to give him away, and
was apparently thriving in his new home.)
The Weirdo-American Community
-- John Murphy, 64, was arrested in Toms
River, N.J., after a May 10 spree in which he vandalized 12 doctors' offices because they had refused his
request to perform prostate biopsies on him without a
medical reason for doing so. According to police, an
enraged Murphy went from office to office, breaking
windows and spraying black paint over the urologists'
signs. One doctor, expressing prevailing medical
practice, told a reporter that he wouldn't do the procedure unless some alarming sign surfaced because
the procedure "is pretty invasive."
-- Firefighters and police called to an apartment in Fargo, N.D., in June encountered ·thick
smoke pouring out of a window, an odor one
described as "noxious and terrible," and the tenant
standing in the corner with his fists up as if ready to
fight. The tenant finaJly revealed that once a year, he
piles into a skil1et all the hair he bas saved from his
haircuts and burns it. He was arrested when he threatened the firefighters, claiming that he worked for the

FBI.

Masters af Science In
~-0space Eng neerlng
•

The Flarda S~elrsfilutes dieing a
uni qJe grad.Ide degree In Allrcapcc e
Engneering d the l<efm Wt Spa;eCeria'$
Center 1a Space EdJcotim. lhe progran

hes two indu;hy needed trcclis: SJXAce
~fans 0elig1 &

Engn earing and

Th eon dklid Aerr:xYnan le ~tsne
With the Flaida Space I ndfute aidfh e W
in Aerapoce Engai eerin g. the ~ t)' thing
mi6s- gfrcm thefamulo fa $Uccen i6 you.
Call t-809-613-488901'" visit us on

the welt II httfl:/lfs i ef.edu
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-- In July, according to police, John Hawk,
43, the town eccentric of Celina, Ohio, took it to the
next level. While communing with his just-deceased
uncle's body at the Ketcham-Ripley Funeral Home in
nearby Rockford, Hawk allegedly decapitated it with
a hacksaw and carried the head away, presumably to
fulfill a religious belief that he could bring the uncle
back to life by eating the brain (a belief that was the
subject of one of Hawk's periodic rants delivered in
handbills around town over the years).
Government in Action
-- Brian Ellingwood had a briefcase stolen
from his car in Washington, D.C., in February and
reported it, but six weeks later, according to a
Washington Post story, he was notified that the D.C.
Department of Public Works had levied a $1,000 fine
against him for littering because the abandoned briefcase, with contents strewn about, had been found in
an alley about six blocks from his home. After what
he estimated as "hundreds" of calls to various gov-

ernment offices, Ellingwood could not clear the matter up and was forced to go trial in June to have the
charge removed.
-- According to a June Chicago Sun-Times
report, Illinois Republican activist Connie Peters has
virtually no other duty in her $23,000-a-year state job
except to be an "observer" at two state water-management meetings a month. The newspaper estimates
that she has collected $185,000 in the 15 years she
has been in this arrangement, primarily because the
legislature inexplicably kept raising her compensation, which in 1985 was $150 a year.
-- The Environmental Protection Agency
acknowledged in July that it knew as far back as 1982
that asbestos fibers from a W.R. Grace Co. mill in
Libby, Mont., were implicated in the deaths of residents (casualties now number as many as 200) but
did not notify the town. The agency had dismissed its
own toxicology study and squelched follow-up studies, relying instead on company assurances that
asbestos levels were minimal in its building-insulation materials.
In Their Own Words
Krystin Nicely, 14, in a July St. Petersburg
Times story about the closing of the 28th Street
Drive-In ·theater (which her mother, now 30, and
father had frequented on dates): "If it wasn't for that
place, I wouldn't be here." And Maryland legislator
Van T. Mitchell, during a March debate in the House
of Delegates on a bill banning marriages between
first cousins: "If this law was in effect in 1918, I
(wouldn't) be (here).
Recurring Themes
News of the Weird reported in March 2000
that the stretch of 1-95 between West Palm Beach,
Fla., and Miami (and connector freeways) was the
"impalement capita]" of the country because of the
frequency with which unsecured objects fly off of
speeding trucks. In May, Yanier Torres escaped
decapitation by moving his head a couple of inches,
avoiding a sheet of 3/4-inch-thick iron _that had flown
off of a flatbed truck, through his windshield, and
which sliced his headrest in two. As is typical, the
truck's driver did not stop, and, said a Highway Patrol
spokesman, "was (probably) not even aware that this
object fell off his truck."
Thinning the Herd
"Higher Education": A Ferris State
University (Big Rapids, Mich.) freshman died in
March of excessive aJcohol consumption (0.42 level)
during adriiiking game. An intoxicated Keene (N.H.)
State College student was killed in May while celebrating his 21st birthday when he jumped into a dangerous waterfall despite the pleadings of eight friends
not to do it. A University of California at Davis senior
choked to death on his own vomit in April (0.54.
blood-aJcohol level) after downing 21 drinks at a bar
on the day he turned 21.
Also, in the Last Month •••
An Ohio law went into effect imposing a
five-day waiting period for a person to buy five or
mote kegs of beer at the same time. A 34-year-old
woman, "Queen Shahmia" (God's only daughter),
was sentenced to 25 years in prison for ordering her
servants/disciples to commit five robberies while she
lounged at resort hotels (Fort Myers, Fla.). Seven
nudists bad their feet badly seared in a mesquitewood firewalking ceremony at a naturists' convention
(Jacumba, Calif.). United Kingdom coast guard ships
off WaJes rescued boater Eric Abbott, 56, for the 11th
time this year (cumulative cost: about $90,000),
owing to Abbott's habit of "navigating" mainly by an
automobile club atlas.
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O.
Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679 or Weird(at)compuserve.com, or go to www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)
COPYRIGHT 2000 CHUCK SHEPHERD
DISTRIBUTED BY U !IVERSAL
PRESS SYNDICATE
4520 Main St., Kansas City, Mo. 64111;
(816) 932-6600
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It's Friday night and you're CUu$ipg "'
University Boulevard. '~You see many. choices,
but you just want to cliilI and meet up -With your L!:::=====::!:=========:i=====a
UNO
buds for a bite be(ore heading downtown. ner menu 11as ~"t~ selection from Sandwicli
CHICAGO
BAR & GRILL
There's a lot to choose from: Hops, Panera Platters, to P.Goufhiet Thin Crust Pizzas ·and
11633
University
Blvd.
. Bread and Bennigan's, to name a few. But when Steakhouse~peci-als:
Across from Residence Inn
it comes to laid-back ambience and casual noshPrefer something a little lighter? No
Orlando, FL 32817
ing (and let's not forget the drinks, but we,'11 get problem.' Choose from their soups and fresh salto that in a moment), Uno's has it down to an art ads. The Wirtd'Y City Chili is sure to add a little
Phone: (407) 207-1740
form. Pizzeria Uno cfucago Bar & Grill may be spice the evening. And of conrse,1:here's,plen ..
Fax: (407) 207-0848
somewhat new to the UCF area, but it's "old- ty to cboose from when the folks decide to dmp
school" when it comes to hanging out and having by, including pastas and chicken dishes.- Uno's
a good time.
also offers a separate lunch and~kids;.,menu. ·For
Why, you ask? Besides the friendly ser- the Lunch Specials, I
Ltl'nch
vice, the food is really great. Start with The Sirloin.
' , &
Chicago Sampler, which includes Buffalo wings,
Did I mention the drmks·?
chicken thumbs, cheese sticks, fries and onion ~
"When is Happy Hour?" Inquiring telepathy and told me about Domestic Drafts
minds need to know.
House Wmes, Well Drinks, and the list goes on'.
rings. It's the perfect
and-getting-trashed dish. Got more time on your
The General M;anager, Nelson Tejada, And it's two-for-one drinks.
hands? Try the Philly Burger or Chicken & gladly informed me that there is no Happy Hour.
Wait! There's more. In' about two
Portabella Mushroom dee -dish izza. The din- It's more like "Every Hour. Every Day." Pinch weeks, Uno' · is starting a new
here in
me. Can it really be? Before I had the chance to the Uc;F area: "Theme night."
ask which drink specials applied, Tejada used
Cmlege Night is sure to be a popular

to
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Prepaid Cellular

PURCHASE BEFORE SEPT 30, 2000 AND RECEIVE DOUBLE THE AIRTIME MINUTESI*
Now

get

the

BellSouth

Mobility Prepaid Cellular To

Go5M package for only $99.99.
The

package

includes

a

Motorola M3097 multi-network digital c~llular phone
with a charger and

TWO

$30 Prepaid Cellular airtime

cards for

DOUBLE the talk

time! Hurry, this offer expires
on September 30, 2000. Visit a
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LOSING YOUR HAIR?
•

•

H you are one of the millions of people affected by hair
loss, you may be eligible to participate in a 6 month
research study of a hair growth and restoration system
for the prevention of hair loss .
'

I

,.

How can you qualify?
• Healthy Males age 18-24 not taking at
medications
• Experiencing gradual thinning hair
with a family history of hair loss
• Able to make monthly visits to our
facility for 6 months
• Willing to participate in before and
after photographs

UCF
Back Booth (275-7480)
-Calico Jack's (249-2526)
Knight Lights
(482-2500)
Liquid Cellar (381-1009)
Trick Shots (671-7797)

• 6 month supply of a unique 3-part hair growth and restoration system
• Clinical evaluations

For more information call:
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
( 407) 240-7878

DANCE

MARATHON

2001

Positions Available
•

•

Fundraising

Catering ·

Family Relations

Event Management

Marketing

Finance
Volunteer Coordinator
Rules and Regulations

•

Dance Marathon Executive Board
Applications
are DUE September 8th
Interviews will be September 11th &12th

•

Applications Availa~le
in the CAB office, SU 215.

pub/concert
dining/bar
top 40 dance

18+ concert/bar
21 + . pool halVpub

Citywalk
Bob Marley's (224-2262) 21 + concert/dance
18+ concert/dining
Cityjazz (224-5299)
18+ progressive dance
The Groove (224-2227)
Latin Quarter (224-2262) 21 + Latin dance
ALL Concert/dance
Margaritaville
(224-2155)
18+ R&B dance
Mowtown Cafe
(363-8000)
Pat O'Brien's (224-5299) 21+ Bar/dining

What are the benefits?

4.

21+
18+
18+

V

For more Info . . .
call 823-6471.
Funded by the activity & tetVice tee as allocated by SGA

bands
both
DJ

$3-7
$5
$4-5

both
jukebox

$8
NO

both
both
DJ
both
both

$3.25
$5.25
$3-10
$3.25
$3.25

both

$2.25

both

NO

Downtown
18+ pub/dance
DJ
Bar Orlando (540-0081)
21+ progressive Dance DJ
Blue Room (423-2588)
DJ
18+ top 40 dance
Cairo (422-3595)
21 + top 40 dance
DJ
Chillers/Latitudes
(649-4270)
18+ progressive dance DJ
The Club At Firestone
(426-0005)
18+ '70s dance/dining DJ
Have A Nice Day Cafe!
(839-1939)
live piano
18+ piano bar
Howl At The Moon
. (841-9118)
Icon (649-6496)
18+ progressive dance DJ
Kit Kat Club (422-6990) 21+ cigar bar/pool hall jukebox
1
1
Knock Knock
18+ progressive bar
DJ
(999-7739)
both
21+ pub
Loaded Hog (648-2050)
bands
One Eyed Jack's
21+ pub
(648-2050)
both
18+ concert/dance/
Sapphire Supper Club
dining
(246-1599)
bands
21+ pub
Scruffy Murphy's
(648-5460)
both
21+ pub/dance
Skinny's (841-6544)
DJ
18+
gay
dance
Southern Nights
(898-0424)
jukebox
18+ pool halVpub
Sportstown Billiards
(894-6258)
both
Tabu (648-8363)
21+ upscale dance
bands
21+ bar/dining
Tanqueray's (649-8540)
DJ
Volcano (999-0033)
18+ top 40 dance
both
21 + concert/dance/
Wall Street Cantina
(420-1515)
dining
bands
Will's Pub (898-5070)
18+ pub/concert

NO

$5
$5
$5

$3-5
$7
$5
$5
NO
$5
$3-7
NO
$5

NO
NO
$5-8
NO
$2-6
$2
$5
NO
$3-5

Other
Copper Rocket
(645-0069)
Cowboys Orlando
(422-7115)
Cricketer's Arms
(354-0686)
Fiddler's Green
(645-2050)
Gina's On The Water
(834-5880)
Globe (422-0019)
Green Parrot (332-1599)
Harold and Maude's
(422-3322)
Johnny's Rocldn' Bistro
(671-6969)
Mercado (345-9337)
Mulvaney's (841-3336)
Roxy (898-4004)
Wildhorse Saloon
(827-5070)

21+

pub/concert

bands

$3-5

18+

country dance

both

$5-7

21 +

pub/concert

bands

NO

18+

pub/concert

bands

NO

ALL dining/concert

both

$2

21+
21 +
21+

cafetbar
concert/bar
cafe

DJ
both
jukebox

$5
NO
$3

18+

dining/concert

both

$3-5

ALL
21+
21+
18+

concert/dance
pub
dance
country dance

bands
bands
DJ
both

NO
NO
$3-5

$5

'I

/'

rand
Introducing Lucky You
. for men anq women
Two new fragrances from
Lucky Brand

l
f

Wear them and ·get lucky.
1.7 fl. oz., $35.
3.4 fl. OZ., $45.

For men
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Feeli~g Hungry ?... Check Us Out !! I
Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2-7 Weekdays

$2.99
Pitchers
of Beer
Aher 5:00pm
Saturdays &
S•days

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

·•

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Deals 1n used
goods
8 Mimic
11 Minetind
14 Heroic deed
15 Twitch
16 _ sequttur .
17 Big-nosed
'Jimmy
18 Scolded
20 Banal
21 Snacked
23 Thurman of film
24 Dogpatch guy
25 Spanish article
26 Maple product
29 Natural cavily
30 River's end,
often
32 Lyricist Gershwin
33 Toward the

1234567
14
17

20

24

29

risi~son

36 Grave crime
39 Declares invalid
41 Wom rug?
44 Root vegetables
48 Picnic pest
49 Layered rock
51 MissWest
52 Big name in
copiers
55 Roaring
Twenties, e.g.
56 Type of drum
58 Audnory organ
59 Inc. In Ipswich
60 Stogie, e.g.
61 Produce milk
64 Life-destroying
chemical agent
66 Inarticulate grunt
67 Hankering
68 Dahl and Francis
69 Fetch
70 Red or Black
71 Set right
DOWN
1 Bureaucratic
obstacles
2 Neighborhood
with a long
commll1e
3 Short races
4 Bring joy
5 Recluse

69

70

©2000 Tribune Meda Services, Inc.
Al rights reserved.

6 Ignited
7 Thieves
8 Under op1imum
conditions
9 Bakery buy
1oBeige shades
11 Canadian
province
12 Lobster eggs
13 Conclusion
19 Singer Grant
22 Differentiated
27 Coffee server
28 _the piper
30 Palm fruits
31 Blazing
34 Recipe meas.
35 Teensy
37 Harris and Asner
38 Author Deighton
40 Certain selfservice counter
41 Put a strain on
42 Half and hatt?
43 Netherlands city
45 John Lennon
classic

Solutions

~_._.-__._........_.

46 Organized
marches
47 Clairvoyant
50 Capital of
Montana
53 Feed-bag tidbrt
54 Med: images

___.__,._,__._..........__,
56 Chew out
57 More pleasing
61 Ear-like
projection
62 Time period
63 Golf-bag ftem
65111 temper

Aries (March 21-April 19). Don't worry about money on , confident this weekend, but don't get cocky. You could
Monday. By Tuesday a new assignment could bring more spend Sunday night alone if you get too obnoxious.
in, eventually. Study new material Wednesday, and by
Thursday you should settle into a new routine. Make a few Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22). If y_ou feel groggy or worried on
changes then and on Friday, just to get more comfortable. Monday, relax. By Tuesday and Wednesday you'll feet·betLearn a new game with your favorite playmate this week- ter. The bad news is you'll get new orders. Don't wony;
you'll adapt well. Find time to be with friends on Thursday
end. You'll be good at it
and get away a bit early on Friday. Play early and work late
Taurus (April 20-May 20). An argument with a roommate on Saturday and spend Sunday in contemplation and listenMonday could go in your favor. Be patient, even when you ing. You may hear a voice that helps point you in the right
appear to be losing. A loved one might nag you for money direction.
on Tuesday or Wednesday. You'll have to be firm, or it could
cost you plenty. If you want to build something that you Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 2~). Pass up a good deal on Monday if
need, Thursday and Friday would be good days to learn the salesperson would profit more than you. Travel 's entichow. Do your favorite at-home weekend ritual on Saturday ing on Tuesday and Wednesday but could tum into a huge
hassle_ A package you're expecting couJd be delayed, too.
and Sunday. You'll love it, just like you always do.
Be nice to a person you don't like much on Thursday and
Gemini (May 21-June 21). A sense of grim foreboding move quickly to avoid a reprimand on Friday. You and a few
Monday isn't just a hangover; you need to do something dozen of your best friends should .get out for some real exerthat'll soon be overdue. On Tuesday and Wednesday you cise over the weekend. Wear yourselves out!
feel chipper, but beware. A person with a better memory for
trivia could win the argument. Shop for household items, Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A burden during the past few
furniture and real estate on Thursday and Friday. This weeks loses significance, but watch out. The enemy may
weekend's petfect for hosting a barbecue potluck for the lob one final shot in your direction on Monday. Don't let a
neighborhood. Don't have a grill? Live in an apartment? friend talk you into trouble Tuesday or Wednesday. Spend
money on household expenses instead. You might get away
Don't worry; you'll think of something!
for a few hours Thursday or Friday. The coast will be clear.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). On Monday offer a loan to a You're stronger in a confrontation with an old adversary this
needy friend who's sure to pay you back. Spend Tuesday weekend. You have important friends on your side, too.
and Wednesday paying off bills and answering old phone
messages. You'll learn a lot. On Thursday and Friday you're Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Monday's way too busy.
loo.kin' good and learning fast. Take on a challenge. Go over Don't make a lunch date until Tuesday or Wednesday. By
your budget this weekend, and you may _find a buried trea- then an interesting person might ask you out. Thursday's
sure. Review your investments, too. Why not grow up to be also interesting but could get expensive, too. Take care.
Talk's cheap; better stick with that. Follow an older person's
a millionaire? Somebody's got to do it!
advice to make a good deal on Friday. This weekend leave
Leo (Ju1y 23-Aug. 22)_ Try not to argue with your boss, the old neighborhood as far behind as possible even if it's
teacher or Dad on Monday. Odds are good you'H be proven only temporarily. The change will do you good.
right, anyway. You cou1d make a financial blunder Tuesday
or Wednesday, however. Don't visit your favorite toy stores. · Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). You couJd put together a nice
then. Finish up loose odds and ends on Thursday and travel package on Monday. Get the work out of the way on
Friday. Set priorities by the phone calls you get 6 the closer Tuesday and Wednesday, though. Your partner wants to take
the caller is to hysteria, the higher the priority. You'll feel
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Become part of a winning tradition,

Join UCF Crew

..

•

•
•

,
IJ

No Experl~nc"~. Needed!!
.-

MEN &WOMEN

1998, 1999, & 2000

STATE CHAMPIONS

For more information, please come to our 1st meeting:

•

•
•

Wednesday, August 30th
5:00 p.m.
Wayne Densch Sports Center, Room 122
Or Call: Coach Chris Deatrick at 823-3558

•

cdeatric@pegasus.cc. ucfedu

•

ROWFORUCF!

•

•

•
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lioROSCOPES CONTINl!ED

•

•

for Thursday or Friday, but not for this weekend. You may want to work on a big project you've
been thinking about.

control on Thursday and Friday. You'd be wise to let that happen. Spend time playing with your
money over the weekend. You could be rewarded by finding a way to finally get the vacation of
your dreams. How hard~ it be!?
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Your partner has something to tell you on Monday, so make time to
listen. Tuesday turns out to be fun, as an old dream miraculously comes true. Don't spend too much
on toys for a loved one Wednesday,you'l1 hate yourself later. A deal a co-worker tells you about
could work pretty well on Thursday or Friday, so check it out. Somebody else wants to do the driving over the weekend, and thaW1ot a bad idea. Relax and soak up the scenery.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Something that you've tried to figure out at work finally makes sense
on Monday. You may feel like staying home on Tuesday and Wednesday. If you can, great. If not,
just get back as soon as possible. If it's a long way, a phone call might help. Schedule your big date

HYou're Having a Birthday This Week of Aug. 21: There will be a test. If you pass, you could
succeed beyond your wildest imagination. You've got a pretty good chance, too. Aug. 22: Your success is assured if you meet the challenges. An immovable barrier could become a springboard to
adventure. Aug. 23: Expect many changes this year, some in how you see yourself. Start by listing
your talents. Aug. 24: This year friends inspire great projects and help you follow through. Accept
the applause. Aug. 25: You gain through service to others, and deep friendships are among the
rewards. Share your theory, and they'll help make it happen. Aug. 26: Your motivation toward perfection comes from inside, and it's huge. Take on a long-term goal that lights you up. Aug. 27: Your
determination helps you gain a better position. You'll have the courage to try for something you've
always wanted.
·

Improving Home Improvement™

1.6 Cu. Ft. Microwave
• 1200 wait$ • 14lt" turntable • 11 Instant
Adion• lceys •Automatic settings for rapid
defrost and easy programming • Compu Defrost"'
defrosts meat and poultry by weight #105438

for Your Dor111 100111
or Apartment

.,,

~;;~:Refrigerator _-_$1_5_R_e_b_a_le_
:~;~:~~~:~~~~ ~:mostot $'TA After
;~ ~ lidthrefrigerotorshelf
19/f Rebate
1 4

s
·
84
l.ASlfQ 12 · 2~

$2241 s29ta ·
6'x9'Bound
Berber Rug

Super Backpack

·

•Storage pockets •Podded non-$1ip
shoulder straps •Mesh ~ater bottle
holder #117166

•Extremely durable •Great
for heavy traffic #31552

20" Box Fon

• 22 ~·H x 213/t"W x 53/t"D • 3 speed
motor •Steel body #39574

Gallon

Hmged Tote
•Hinged lid for easy occeu •Dome
top for additional volume #110193

Back to School! .Back to Lowe's!·
$1996
23.5 Gallon
Storage Locker
•32"L x 17-W x 12~·H

•Rust-resistant metal plated
latches •Molded-in handles
on each end #17465

Your Choice

Batteries

$337

alkaline batteries

1%"
Combination
Padlock

Your Choice

•Lon~ife

4 Pack • S~fer for the
#
. environment, no

333151
98839 mercury added

$596

• Stainless steel

8 Pack
#33313
98797

sjij97
Trimstyle Phone
with Caller ID
•Grope or strawberry
colors • Mute function
• Flash function •Last
number redial •Ringer
on/off switch #111831,4

Storage/

File Crates

2

47

case •Easy-lo-read

numbe"' #60070

#69881

Hamilton
Blender Beach

$24''

• .40 oz. capacity • 350
watt motor • 10 speeds
•Glass measuring jar with
wide mouth for easy filling
and serving #72877

Organizer Desk Lamp
• Black • Flexible neck adjulb
light up and down • Revolving
organizer base for stor:"'l1 smaU
desk supplies # 112453

West Colonial

Altamonte Springs

Orlando South

8100 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32818

110 S.R. 434 South
Altamonte Springs, FL 3271 A
(407) 188-4305
Monday - Thursday: 6am - 9pm • Friday: 6am - 1Opm
Saturday: lam· 9pm • Sunday: 8am - 7pm

2800 W. Sand Lake Rd.
Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 351-4667
Monday • Thursday: 6am - 9pm • Friday: 6ani · 1Opm
Saturday: lam - 9pm •Sunday: Sam - 71'm

(407) 532~884
Monday - Thursday: 6am • 9pm • Friday: 6am · 1Opm
Saturday: lam - 9pm •Sunday: Sam· 7pm

www.UCF.future.com •August 23, 2000

Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. if you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Need sitter to bring 6 yr old girl home form
school and perform light duties M-F, 3-6 pm.
Call Jeannie day 407-240-3863 ext. 7422;
evening 407-422-1500.
Telemarketers wanted - easiest job in town No selling - $6-$10 hr. All .shifts open, no
experience necessary. Call 407-673-9300.
P-T Temp Receptionist needed ICP, Inc.
Winter Garden Tues & Thurs (more as needed) Call 407-656-7977 x 7309 or fax resume
to 407-905-7030.

H you can sell.We'll pay you well!!
Looking for motivated individuals to launch a
new wireless network for rapidly advancing
telecommunications company. Good pay. No
experience necessary, will provide training.
No inventory
No telemarketing
No cold calls
Receive bonuses for referrals & double your
salary! Call for interview: 407-737-6799.
Nanny needed. Oviedo home. Energetic, reliable, fun-loving. Elementary Education a plus.
Flexible hours/ 3 children/own transportation.
Call Kris 407-977-8998.
CAR PREP. POSmONS AVAilABLE
Part-time in Wint.er Park area.
We offer a FUN environment for
individuals to prepare our
vehicles for rent. Good driving
record a must. Apply at:
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
1786 N. Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park
or call (407) 678-7802 EOE
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/bour - Flexible schedules for students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.

a--·~

I

Home Infusion Company seeks a per diem
driver to deliver medication and supplies to
patients homes. Flexible hours. Must be
responsible, familiar with Orlando area and
have a good driving record. Interested
applicants call 407-678-2068.
COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870
Valet Parking - Excellent pay for
outgoing, friendly personality. Must be clean
cut and have a valid Florida drivers license
with minimal points. Fr/PT/AM/PM & midnight positions available in lhe downtown
area. Call Mike at 407-841-7275.
why waste money...
when you can have a FREE CELLULAR
PHONE with free activation, long distance,
roaming, and much morel While supplies
last! Rate plans start at $18.95. Don't Delay Call Today: (407) 737-1060.
DO YOU KNOW THE VALUE OF FUN?

Looking for energetic and motivated candidates for campus sales or promotions. Earn
internship credits, gain valuable experience
and GET PAID for meeting people and having
a good time! Fax your resume 954-577-9288
(attn: Gary), email to jobs@FunU com or call
1-888-921-FUNU.
Play or work? Why not both? Specialty toy
store in Winter Park hiring sales associates
and entry level managers for both day and
evening shifts. Must be energetic and dependable. Previous child related experience preferred. Call 407-622-TOYS (8697) or fax
resume to 407-622-1590.
The Dragon Court is NOW HIRING!
Servers are needed for two locations of a great
Chinese restaurant conveniently.located near
UCF. Good pay. fun atmosphere, and flexible
hours. Contact Bill or John at 407-359-8085
or Jackie ar 407-359-1888.
Customer Service Rep - Sears Logistics
Services, Inc. is looking for inbound delivery
consultants. No selling, Positions start at
$7.25Jhr. Part time. Flexible schedule Sun-Sat.
Tuition reimbursement. Apply Tues - Fri
9 am-4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd.,
Wmter Park, FL or call 407-677-2018
Dept. SLS Inc., HR. Office# 117 EOFJAA.
Now Hiring Flower Girls to work in Orlando's
hottest night clubs part-time hours, minimum
$10 hour. Call Tracey at 407-521-8003.

Accounting for small business in Oviedo 6
hrs. per week. Will fit your schedule, no experience needed, will train. $6.50Jhr. to start.
Call 407-365-3648
MAKE MONEY ON THE WEB WITH
YOUR OWN 35MB SITE, COMPLETE
WITH SET-UP & HOSTING FOR $125.
INSTRUCTION AN SUPPORT TO START
EARNING NOW. www.skyboom.com/unlimited1 407-876-9077.
UConnections.com is looking for a part-time
Senior Student Manager at the Univ. of
Central Florida. Bring our site to your campus,
work with fun people and develop great p(actical business expertise! Email resume to·
dan_vrgoc@uconnections.com
Responsible adult needed to watch 5 year old
son - our home 6:15-8:15 am 3-4 days/weekUCF/Carillon area. Transportation/references
required. Pager (407)763-5155 - leave
message.
Babysitter wanted Tues & Thurs for two children ages 5 & 2 in our Oviedo area home.
Must have own car and references. Experience
helpful. Call evenings (407) 365-7866.
Valet Attendants needed Days $8-$12/hr.
Flexible scheduling - Great for students. Apply
at Rosen Centre Hotel, I-Drive 407-351-0054.
Parks/Rec Dept. Pass Dept. of Children &
Families requirements. Prior exp. working
with school age children preferred. Minimum
salary $6.24 an hour (based on shift). Approx.
20-40 hrs. per week. M-F. Apply: City of
Maitland, Personnel, 1776 Independence
Lane, Maitland, FL 32751, 407-539-6255
EOE M/F/DN DFWP
Early morning ~hild care 3-4 mornings a week
6: 15 a.m. until 8: 15 a.m. Must have transportation and references. Great pay for care of
very easy child. Wmter Park. Please leave
message 407-622-7188.

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
Bits & Pieces of CFL. Located at 659 S.
Goldenrod Rd., Orlando, FL 32822 (407) 2770713 has preowned household furnishings e.g. lamps, kitchen items, furniture, pictures,
you name it! 10% student discount with ID.
Tanning Bed - with one box of new bulbs $100.00.
•
Verizon Wireless Audiovox cellular phone w/
charger $50.00 - 5 months old! Please call
Leigh at 407-977-1009 ext. 105
King size waveless waterbed, wood shelved &
mirrored headboard. $125.00 Twin bed, white
headboard $100.00. Computerized exercise
bike $100.00 407-380-7531.
Isuzu Stylus XS - 1991 white, 4-door, 5 speed,
excellent condition, one owner • Pirelli tires,
brand new parts, ale, cassette/cd player,
airbag. Asking $3,500 obo. Call (407) 4607715.

FRESH START
Painted furniture you can use it as is or create
your own design. Dressers-chests-beds-night
stands. Real bargains - Call 407-671-1122.

FoRRENr
212 Condominium for Lease/Rent.
Conveniently located near UCF. Tile floor/full
capacity wash/dryer. $710 + first/last &
deposit. Pool/jacuzzi 407-256-8452

· Christian Preschool teachers, afternoon teachers (3:00 - 6:00 p.m.), and substitute teachers
needed for Union Park Christian School,
10301 East Colonial Drive, Orlando. If you
love children and the Lord call 407-282-0551.

ROOM IN VERY NICE HOUSE FOR
RENT!! in Tuscawilla - 10 minutes from
campus. $400 a month (includes utilities).
Access to kitchen, cable, washer and dryer!
Call Liz at (407) 365-7052.

Need outgoing girls for Flower Sales at some
of the hottest clubs in Orlando. make full-time
money, work part-time hours. If interested
please call and set-up an appointment.
407-345-1608

Furnished efficiency for rent in Chuluota near UCF, all utilities included, $350.00 a
month w/ $200.00 security deposit. Call 407366-2545.
Roommate wanted to share a .house in Oviedo.
3/2, 8-10 miles from UCF. male or female,
$275 + 112 utilities. For more information call
Kam at 407-359-5590.

Female roommate needed to share 2 bedroom/
2 1/2 bath townhouse in Tuscawilla, 15 minutes from UCF. $400/month includes utilities.
Call Emily at (407) 977-3717.
{

SERVICES
Fraternities - Sororities • Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

(

MISC.
t
Seeking commuter to share ride from Merritt
lsland(Cocoa area to main campus in Orlando
for p.m. classes Fall semester, possibly each
day. 321-449-9737 - leave message.

c

Searching for place to stay. Currently living at
home 45 minutes away. Need a room and
bathroom close to Oviedo and UCF to use
when working late. Willing to pay cash each
month. Will take best offer. Please call Sam at
(407) 230-8038.

Custom Shirts, Hats and Gifts to promote
your group. Screen print, Embroidery, Gift
and Promo items: Frizbees Koozies Flags
Bags Shades Awards Cups U-Name-lt. 750k
items with your logo. Steve 407-222-0091..

GREAT JOB
Alpha Xi Delta
RHOCfil'S
Laura Jordan
Krista Harlow
Ashley Maher
Shannon Wisler
Crystal Stromer
Jenn England
Jill Perera
Deeann Barlow

• Individual Leases
• Pool & large sun deck
•Individual bathrooms
•Free cable television with 3 HBO channels in each bedroom
• Weight room I Aerobic equipment
• Utility package includes electric, water, and sewer
· • Local telephone service included
• Computer and study lab with extended hours
• Free Ethernet access in each bedroom
•Alarm systems with panic button in each bedroom
• Fully furnished bedrooms, living room, and dining room
• Full size washer/dryer

College Station Ap~rtments
12100 Renaissance Ct.
Orlando, FL 32~26
7

(4Q7) 273-5151
(407) 273-3999 (fax)

www.collegestationapartments.com

r

(

·School Supplies
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

zip®

The reliable, portable 250MB Zip® drive is ideal for
home, school, work and everything in between. Your
life is safe here™

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Jaz®

Professional storage for your large
projects. It's not just work.
It's your li~e.

'~

w
--

-··

-~··:

• ••••••••••••

zipCD®

The easiest way to create personalized
CDs for archiving and distribution.
Record original music on CDs and
play ~hem in your home or car stereo .

l

. '
.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

clik!®

Incredibly small, highly portable storage for
digital cameras, mobile comput_ers, and
Handheld PCs.

£.~UC-F
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( www.cstore.ucf.edu ·)
Buy $100 worth of Iomega pr<?ducts
and get a free t-shirt! !
While supplies last!

computer
Store

Student Union Lighthouse Mall
Room I02F
·
Hours: M-F 8:30AM - 5:00PM
Phone: 407-823-5603
Fax: 407-823-5836

K~T
LOOK FOR THIS LOGO A.ND RECEIVE

so%BACK!!
••• ON SELECTED TEXTBOOKS.
SEE STORE

Foa DETAILS.
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OFFER ExPIRES DECEMBER 31:, 2000

Now Accepting Financial
Aid Deferntents!!!
Just Bring In Your Award Letter
& We'll Take Care Of The Rest!
t'
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I CB&S BookStore I · ;3

12140 Collegiate Way

407-382-1617

Extended Hours During UCF Book Rush!
Call Store For Details
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COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU
The University of Central Florida, Division of Continuing
Education, is proud to announce the addition of.
computer courses and certifications to our already
existing programs. Classes are offered at our Research
Pavilion Building, located half a mile from UC F's main
campus.
v'
v'
v'
v'

Word Basic and Advanced
Excel Basic and Advanced
Power Point
Internet & Technical Office
Procedures
v' Microsoft Certified System
Engineer (MCSE)
v' Certified Internet Webmasster
v' Marketing Internet & Web
Design

v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
v'
-v'

CProgramming
C++ Programming
Introduction to HTML
Advanced HTML
GroupWise
A+ Certification
Certified Network
Engineer (CNE)
v' Certified Network
Administrator (CNA)

Discounts available for UCF students/faculty/staff

For dates, prices and locations:
please call (407) 207-4920
or visit our website at: www.dce.ucf.edu

Go on the road
. .:llft~JC
with the .fjJ~

Men's soccer tabbed 2nd in TAAC poll
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF men's soccer team was voted to
finish second in the Trans America Athletic
Conference by the seven coaches.
The Golden Knights were 3-3 in the TAAC
last season, winning a berth in the conference
semifinals, where they lost 3-0 to -eventual
tournament champion
Mercer.
Mercer received
six of the seven
first-place votes,
with
Georgia
State receiving
the other.
"The highlight of our
schedule
is
always the conference games," said UCF
Coach Bob Winch. "Most of the teams will
have young players this year, and some have
major coaching changes. It will be a new conference."
The· team kicks off its 2000 season at home
against IUPUI in the second game of the UCF
Soccer Classic on Sept. 2 at 5 p.m. at the UCF
Arena Soccer Field.

Notebook

Cross country/track and
field assistant hired
UCF cross country and track and field
coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth announced
the hiring of T.J. Pierce to fill the assistant
coaching position left vacant by Erik Lipham,
who had served in that position for four years.
Pierce worked with the University of
Nebraska track and field team for the past three
years after graduating with a bachelor's degree
in education in 1996. Pierce was an academic
all-conference athlete for the Cornhuskers and
competed in the pole vault.
Upon graduating, he assisted with coaching the sprinters, hurdlers and jumpers.
Additionally, he was the assistant recruiting
coordinator, and was responsible for
Nebraska's 1999 recruiting class, which was
ranked No. 5 by Track and Field News. Pierce
also founded the Nebraska 2000 Athletic Club,
which trained and funded several top Olympic
Trials qualifiers this summer.
"T.J. has an excellent reputation as a
recruiter, and works really well with the atnletes," Mansur-Wentworth said. "Coming out
of a pr:ogram like Nebraska's, he has a lot co
offer."
Pierce will assume the responsibilities of
recruiting coordinator and sprints and hurdles
coach at UCF.
Lipham left the assistant coaching position
in July to accept a teaching and coaching position at Northside Christian High School in St.
Petersburg.
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(76:36) scored off a Cally Howell comer kick
and was also assisted on the play by Courtney
Haarhues. Kohake (84:27) scored her second
goal assisted by Ida Edstrom and Kutudis.
Jessica Kuhlman, Maria Banuls and Carol
Lewis all split goalkeeping duties in the game.
Banuls shined by saving three shots in a scoreless 30 minutes.
"I think the
scrimmage
was good
in the fact
that
we
scored a
lot of goals,"
said
Coach
Amanda Cromwell.
"They're (Clearwater)
a
good
team.
Defensively we have a
Jot to work on with a
focus on organization and
communication.
"I liked the goal scoring from different
players and the way we scored. Lindsay Maier
is someone who is coming on lately. She has a
quick release and is someone we can plug in ·
there if we need a goal."
·

'

CFF FILE PHOTO

Trip includes airfare, lodging, and tickets.
Winners travel on charter plane with the
UCF team and stay at the team hotel!
Sept.2
Sept 16
Sept30
Od.7
Oct. 28

Nov.4

•

•

Georgia Tech
Akron
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Alabama
Louisiana Tech

Enter today!
Runners-up receive
four tickets to UCF
home games!

PROUDLY PRESENTED BY

Coach Amanda Cromwelfs squad got off to a good start
in exhibition play.

Women 'S soccer
wins exhibition
.Claire Kohake scored two goals while
three other Golden Knights put a single tally
on the board as UCF's women's· soccer team
defeated the Clearwater Chargers U-19 team 52 fo an exhibition at UCF Arena Field on
Sunday afterp.oon.
Trailing, 1-0, Jackie Kutudis put UCF on
the board with a goal in the 18th minute. The
Golden Knights tallied two more in the second
period by way of Brooke Asby's (32:14) 26yard shot to the lower right corner and
Kohake's (35: 16) off a double ·assist from
Amanda Sidor and Michelle Anderson.
Leading 3-1, UCF scored two more in the
third period to seal the contest. Lindsay Maier

Simms ineligible for the fall
Men's basketball player Beronti Simms has been
dec_lared academically ineligible for the fall.
tJCF is hoping Simms
will be able to return sometime after the fall semester,
if he can satisfy academic
requirements. The earliest
Simms would be able to
rejoin the Golden Knights Simms
would ~~ mid-December.
Simms, a junior forward, ·played in 29
games in the 1998-99 season, averaging 5.7
points and 3.2 rebounds. He missed all of last
season after tearing his right anterior cruciate
ligament before the start of season.
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Clockwise from top left, Quarterback Ryan Schneider,
Quarterback Vic Penn, Defensive Tackle Chris Weeks,
Kicker Javier Beorlegui Safety Albert Snyder
1
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Student Government Senate Allocations
7/1/lOOO to 7/31/lOOO

Organization Name

Amount _

Purpose

Senate Working Fund
32-71

Senate Working Fund

Print Run

$3,SOO.OO

OAFOOOI

IB - 2000

OAF0002

African American Stud Union (AASU)

Recruiting event
AASU welcome back block party

$1,000.00
$766.00

Total

Senate Working Fund

SS,266.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0086

Chi Sigma Iota-Upsilon

Office Supplies

$150.00

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$150.00

C &0-Travel

~

..-/

'-...).

ROOO 1
R0002
R0003
R0004
ROOOS
R0006
R0008
R0009
ROOlO
ROOll
R0012
R0013
R0014
R0015
R0016

Jayna Snyder
Rebecca W. Suomi
Bioengineering Soc
Alexandra Goodman
Butokukan - Tae Kwan Do Club
Sigma Alpha IOTA
Kevin A. Lenhart
Linda Skrotsky
Nat'l Soc Of Black Engineers
Michelle Berman
3D Animation
Animation Council
UCF Official's Assn
Paul Smith
Beta Alpha Psi

9/28-9/29/00 bridging the gap b/w res. & practice
9/28-9/29/00 bridging the gap b/w res. & practice
6/26-7/01/00

$250.00
$700.00

7/22-7/28/00 siggraph 2000
7/21-7/21100 us open competiton

$150.00
$700.00

8/04-8/08/00 sai national conference
10/10-10/13/00

$700.00
$250.00

10/10/00-10/13/00,Educause
7/19-7/23/00

$250.00
$700.00

8/04/00-8/09/00, Conference
7/22/00-7/28/00 , Conference
7/22/00-7/28/00, Conference
8/26/00-8/27/00, Workshop
9/03/00-9/08/00, Conference
8/10/00-8/12/00, Conference

$2SO.OO
$420.00
$700.00

Total

C & 0 - Travel

$250.00

(

$SSO.OO
$250.00
$700.00
$6,820.00

'·
Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can ue your funding

Pagel ofl
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· Gold Team delivers ·stars to UCF
SPEC/AL TO THE FUTURE

As the Gold Team grows, so will
UCF's football program. This past year,
UCF experienced its most successful
recruiting season ever and Fountain gives
a big assist to the Gold Team. Members
are on a volunteer basis but are extreme-

Are you familiar with Reggie Doster?
This former UCF football player has
signed with the Atlanta Falcons. What
about Daunte Culpepper? This name has
become a legend at UCF. He, too,
is in the NFL as a member of the
Minnesota Vikings.
These are only two examples
of former UCF stars who have
earned professional glory. Most
people think it is just the work of
the coaching staff that had a hand
in recruiting players of this caliber
to UCF, yet they would be misled.
While the coaches play a
major role, they also depend on
the work and effort of 50 dedicated young women known as UCF's
Gold Team.
Founded in 1994 by Offensive
Line Coach and Recruiting
Coordinator Scott Fountain, the
Gold Team is the official recruiting organization of the University
of Central Florida's football team.
They are an on-campus service organization that assists 2000·2001 Gold Team
coaches with the various aspects
of the recruiting process every year. The ly dedicated;
Gold Team started with three members
"The best attributes of the members
and has been able to provide recruits with are their personalities," linebackers coach
a more favorable experience through the Bill D'Ottavio said. "Considering the
variety of people that they come in conyears.
"I would like to see them become one tact with on a regular basis, they are
of the No. 1 organizations on this cam- required to be outgoing and well-roundpus", Fountain said. "Every organization ed, and they meet their requirements
takes a little time to reach that vision, but every time."
The Gold Team brings visibility to all
they are definitely headed in the right
of the athletic programs on campus, but
direction."
. their focus is geared strictly to football.

The coaches greatly appreciate their contributions as well. Just ask Head Coach
Mike Kruczek.
"They develop a relationship with the
players that we can't, and they serve as a
mouthpiece to enhance what we already

offer the players," Kruczek said. "They
do a really good job."
Each Gold Team member puts in a lot
of hard work throughoui the season.
· ''The hardest thing about our job is
getting the players to talk," said team
member Arlisia Potter. "After that is
accomplished, we are sometimes able to
create a relationship with the players that
often play a part in their decision to
attend the university."
In addition to the hard work they put

in, Gold Team members also have a lot of
fun with each other.
''The best thing that I have come to
love about the Gold Team is that you
always come out of the season with the
knowledge that you played a big part in
the future of a successful program such as that of UCF football," Gold Team member
Melanie Williams said.
With the increasing
exposure to the community,
student body and alumni, the
Gold Team must represent UCF
at a competitive status throughout the entire recruiting
process. Throughout the year,
they are seen on sidelines, in
the_paper, and on the radio promoting UCF and its football
program. Other activities
include participation in the
homecoming parade, spirit
splash, the coaches' clinic,
football banquet, Community
Youth Sports Festival, and so
much more.
"The families of the
recruits are always appreciative
of the time that they spend with
the Gold Team," Fountain said. With the
help of these young women, the players
are able to open up and find out what
UCF has to offer them. Even with all the
fun though, the Gold Team is always
ready for work.
''The offic_ial visits are when their
. performance is at best. That is when the
Gold Team has a larger opportunity to
find out what the recruits are really like,"
said Eric Hawks, game day operations
assistant.
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fire

in your belly.

You can feel it in your gut. A burning desire to push yourself to the limit, then go beyond. With Army
ROTC, you'll get a chance to fuel that desire. In the process, you'll learn skills you'll be using for
the rest of your life, like thinking on your feet, staying focused under pressure, taking charge. Register
for an Army ROTC course today. It's time to stoke that fire.

AR MY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

Sign up for MIS 1031 now.
For more info, contact MAJ Coddington {407)823-5383.

Baker rushes for 158 Yards in scrimmage
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

ORLANDO - Redshirt freshman Corey Baker ran for 158 yards
on 12 carries as UCF completed its
first full-scale scrimmage of the
season last Saturday morning. The
UCF defense continued its tough
play, sacking the UCF quarterbacks 10 times.
Baker, who saw most of the
snaps with the first-team offense,
reeled off runs of 62 and 38 yards
during the two-.plus hour scrimmage. Fellow freshman Alex
Haynes carried the ball 12 times
for 47 yards and Eddie Mack, who
saw limited action due to an ankle
sprain, had five carries for 18
yards.
The UCF offense managed
two touchdowns on the day (first
vs. first and second . vs. second
string) as well as a 36-yard Javier
Beorlegui field goal. Beorlegui
also ca.me up short on at 42-yard
attempt, but converted both of his
PAT attempts.
"I still like what I see in this
team, and I was very pleased with
what we did out there today. We
still have things · we need to work
on, but I like where we are," said
Coach Mike Kruczek. "Next week

we will ·start implementing the
game plan for Georgia Tech and as
I've said before at this point its a
matter of perfecting what we
already know."
UCF
starting quarterback
Vic
Penn went 14of-24 for 126
yards ·and one
touchdown,
finding senior
wide receiver
Kenny Clark
on a 19-yard
Baker
slant route in
the end zone.
Ryan Schneider, who wore a red
"non-contact jersey" during the
scrimmage, was 8-of-17 for 60
yards , and Brian Miller completed
3-of-8 passes for 87 yards, with
most of the yardage coming on a
70-yard touchdown strike to
sophomore wide out Jimmy
Johnson. ·
Johnson led all UCF receivers
with four catches for 97 yards and
the touch,down. Jimmy Fryzel
reeled in three passes for 53 yards
and Tyson Hinshaw had three
catches for 41 yards on the day.
The defense was led by fresh-

man Antoine Poe's nine tackles
and redshirt freshman Don Page
had five tackles 'and two sacks.
UCF defensive coordinator Gene
Chizik said that he is pleased with
the progress of the defense and
with just two weeks remaining
before the season .opener the focus
will be on consistency.
"We want everybody to get
better at playing: their individual
techniques," Chizik said. "It's just
a matter of playing · consistent
good-sound defense and not making mistakes."
The UCF defense picked off
Schneider twice, with linebacker
Rachaud Smith returning one for a
touchdown. Defensive back Nick
Burden also stepped in front of a
Schneider pass for an interception.
The sophomore finished the day
with seven stops.
Chizik also commented on the
play of linebackers Tony Hardman
and Elliot Shorter during the
scrimmage. Shorter, who moved
from strong safety to Sam
Linebacker at the start of fall
camp, had four ta~kles and led the
defense with 2.5 sacks.
The Golden Knights open
their season Sept. 2 against
Georgia Tech in A;tlanta.
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Quarterllack Brian Mier looks to pitch Ille ball during last

Saterday's sainnage.
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New coaches fit
in nicely with staff

•

•

FROMPAGE52

football team," Costantini said. "My thing is making them understand how important they are and making them understand technique is going to take them where they need to be."
Costantini arrived in June after coaching at his alma mater,
UTEP, for five seasons. When his playing career ended i.n 1991, he
became a graduate assistant at UTEP for a year and then went on to
coach at the high school level from 1992-94. In 1995, Costantini
returned to UTEP as the assistant strength and conditioning coach
until 1996 when he was promoted to defensive line coach.
McFarland left Stephen F. Austin m April in order to take
of the
advantage
opportunity to coach at
the I-A level. He carries high credentials in
coaching experience
and has had the opportunity · to work with
two very notable
coaches in Lou Holtz
(Notre Dame) and
Danny Ford (Clemson)
when he was a graduate assistant.
"I learned a lot
working with coaches
of that caliber. I gained
· a lot of experience and
knowledge that I use in
my coaching now,"
McFarland said.
From
1980-82,
McFarland played for
McNeese
State
University. He went on
to Clemson University
where he obtained his
master's degree and
coached in the Florida
Citrus and Gator
CFF STAFF PJl(J[O
bowls. McFarland also
Robert Mcfarland said the positives of com·
was a part of the Notre
ing to UCF overwhelmed any negatives of
Dame
team
that
leaving Stephen f. Austin•
appeared in the Orange
Bowl in 1991. In addition, he has appeared in the 1993 and 1995 I-AA playoffs with

•
•
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'V\A:ldern.ess Outfitters
since 1981

•
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Travel Country Outdors specializes in providing
equipment and advice for the serious outdoorsman.
If it happens in the outdoors, we have the gear:·

•

ffikins, 8ackpackins, Cfimbins, Kayakins,
Campins, Canoeins, Surfins,,
Adventure Traver and Adventure eadns

..
Travel Country Outdoors
1101 East Highway 436
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

407.831.0777
wWw. Travel Country.com

•
•
•

10% Discount valid in-store only

Despite taking on an offensive line that struggled last year,
McFarland has a positive outlook for this year.
"I think having a more mature offensive line will definitely
help us this season," said McFarland. ''They are a great group of
guys and they work extremely hard. I feel the players we have now
have a lot of talent and will do a great job for us this season."
Costantini and McFarland feel they are joining a team with an
excellent future ahead of it.
"There is so much opportunity and potential for excellence in
this program," said Costantini. "The coaching staff is great. The
players are great and Coach Kruczek is
excellent coach to work
with."
McFarland moved here with his wife, Pam, as well as his
daughter and son.
"Whenever my family and I have to make a decision like moving we weigh out the positives versus the negatives and in this situation the positives outweighed the negatives by a landslide,"
McFarland said.
Much of the strength of a football team lies upon the ability of
the coaches to recognize and recruit talented football players.
Costantini and McFarland are considered strong recruiters, which
is extremely important, especially in such a talent-rich state such as
Florida.
McFarland was able to lure Rudy Harris to Clemson over the
phone. Harris went on to be the runner-up national Gatorade Player
of the Year and then play football in the NFL. Last year, Costantini
signed nine of 11 offensive starters at UTEP.
Both recognize that the competition for top players is immense
in Florida and strong recruiting is a vital attribute they must maintain.
"They both will be very important when i! .;ome!"l to recruiting," said Chizik. "I have known Robert for about 10 years now. He
is an unbelievable recruiter. I have no doubt that they both will help
recruit great indivjduals to thi-; program.''
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Striegler confident of improved play this year

'l)

1l)

been added to the roster, with all 15 on
scholarship.
STAFF WRITER
"Now we have depth in every posiThere were two factors that con- tion," says Striegler. ''When one girl
tributed to the dramatic fall of UCF's goes out and another subs in I can be
women's basketball team last year. The sure that both are equaJly capable."
Because of the large amount of
Golden Knights finished first in the·
TAAC in the 1998-99 season and injuries last season, the Golden Knights
were a predominately defensive team.
advanced to the NCAA Tournament.
"I've always believed in keeping a
Last year, though, UCF plummeted
to a ninth-place finish. The lack of depth defensive strategy strong because that's
due to injuries and graduation losses what will always be on," said Striegler.
was quite damaging. The players also "But bad days will ~ways happen on the
had to adjust to a new coach in Gail offense."
This year Striegler plans to do the
Striegler, who left Stephen F. Austin
same, but the addition of the players
where she was a top assistant.
"Last season we lost four out of our will allow for a more advanced offenfive starting players due to injury," sive strategy and more points on the
Striegler said. "Five of our players had board.
"This year there will be a lot of run
surgeries, and lots of times we only had
seven players. The other was the transi- and gun, and the game will definitely be
tion of coaches. Anytime you change more exciting," said Striegler.
UCF's recruiting class earned a Top
coaches the team needs time to 'adjust."
This year seven new players have 30 ranking in the nation, which naturalJENNIFER PATERSON

CFF STAFF PHOTO

Erin Paige reins after earning al-freshman
honors last year in the conference.

ly pleases Striegler.
"The most important quality I look
for in a recruit is someone that strives
for excellence on and off the court,
loves basketball, and always gives 110
percent," said Striegler.
Those newcomers will combine
with returning players LaToya Graham
and Erin Paige, who were named to the
all-TAAC third-team and all-freshman
squad, respectively.
"LaToya is a great kid," Striegler
said. "She works hard all the time, is a
fantastic athlete, great competitor, and
does not like to lose. Erin is a very versatile player. She plays anything from
the two guard to five spot. She will do
anything."
Striegler says the new additions
and a year of transition with the new
coaches will make the team more exciting and should produce more wins.
"These kids are dedicated, and they
want to win," said Striegler.
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Double major: art and engineering.
UCF Computer Store
UCF Student Union.
lighthouse Mall, Room 102F
. Orlando, FL 32816
407-823-5603
www.cstore.udedu;highered.html
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When you see the ball, you'll see Demps
NATASHA .BERK
STAFF WRITER

When you. watch strong safety
Damian Demps on the field, you can see
the emotion in his eyes. He brings electricity to the field and in his final year at
UCF, he is looked upon to spark the
defensive backfield.
Last season, Demps led the team in
. tackles with 72 for the second consecutive year and was named to the 1999
Football News All-lndependen~ Team.
Some would argue that so many tackles
was the result of a broken-down
defense, yet Demps feels differently.
"I don't feel like it was so much a
breakdown in the defense as much as it
was knowing where the ball was and
be~g able to get to it," said Demps.
Since the spring, much has been
said about the need for the defense to
dominate which it has at times during
this fall camp. This season, Demps must
elevate his game in order to sustain this
level of play as well as be a leader.
He knows that in order for him to
have another successful year he must

always be in a position to interrupt the remains confident that he made the right
decision. Despite this being only his
play.
"I need to be where the ball is at all third season coaching Demps, Chizik has
mixed feelings about the subject as well.
times," said Demps.
One of Demps' greatest attributes is
"Damian might have benefited more
by being redshirted his
his speed and agility.
first year," said Chizik.
"Damian has great
"But you really don't
speed and is very athletknow that. He has done a
ic. He is a fast player
great job for the team."
who can get from one
Demps also admits that
side of the field to the
he has matured as a playother quickly," said
er when it comes to the
defensive coordinator
trash talking.
Gene Chizik.
"They (opponents)
Demps brings to the
don't talk too much
game natural instincts.
trash. They are too busy
He has a nose for the
concentrating on the
ball and is able to read
play. I think that is
plays and determine
where the ball is going.
something that I have
And his instincts have
-Damian Demps noticed with the better
grown stronger as his
teams and it has made
experience and knowlme a more mature playedge of the game have increased."
-er.
As a freshman, Demps was not red"I feel I have matured as a player in
shirted. When asked if he would have these four years at UCF. It would be
benefited more from redshirting his great to be able to play another year here
first year there · is hesitation. Yet, he next season."

''

I feel I have
matured as a player
in these four years
at UCF. It would be
great to be able to
play another year
here next season.

CFF SrAFF PHoro

Senior Damian Deinps has a knack of being near
the ball, his coaches say.
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New coaches provide boost to staff
NATASHA BERK
STAFF WRITER

An assistant coach has a multitude of jobs, but the
most integral is to have their players ready for game
day, physically and mentally.
·
The UCF football team's two new staff additions
are going to be looked upon to do just that. Lorenzo
Costantini and Robert McFarland bring a coaching phi-·
losophy that js consistent and similar to that of Head
Coach Mike Kruczek and his staff.
"They coach with a lot of emotion and enthusiasm.
They take a lot of pride in their job and they will be an
asset to the program," defensive coordinator Gene
Chizik said.
Costantini assumes the position of defensive tackles coach and brings an intense demeanor. He stresses a
hard work ethic and he concentrates on technique over
all else.
"It's hard being a defensive lineman. But I want to
let them know they are the most important part of our
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Defensive tackles coach Lorenzo Costantini soys
he stresses good technique to his players.
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Assistant Coach Robert Mcfarland feels he
can help UCF's offensive line improve.
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